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*TEACHER CLARIFIES POSITION ON NAACP
Not Reluctant
To Be A Member

THE

Tri-State Defender
"The South's iredepawdes•

VOL. V—No. 31

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1956

Price 15c

Negro Voters Swinging Toward
O Republican Party, Study Shows
Baccalaureate Scenes At Two Colleges

"My reference to the NAACP was not a repudiation
of the objectives of the organization in its efforts to advance the progress of our people. .. The fact that I ant
not at present a member does not mean that I have any

reluctance to being one."
Thus spoke O'Ferrell Nelson, of
1391 Silver st.. one of the two
Memphis Negroes w h o took the
screening test last Saturday to
gain entrance to the Memphis
State college graduate school.
Miss Aline Sykes, of 1902 Carver,
a social worker and graduate of
with distincLeMoyne college
tion, was the other who took the
test.
In an interview printed in a
daily newspaper Saturday after-

Don't Like
Adlai, Dixie
Democrats

O'FERRELL NELSON
was not a repudiation of the objectives of the organization in ita
efforts to advance the progress
of our people. Mine was a statement to indicate that the direction
and scope of my interests and
activities have been primarily toward preparing myself personally
to be as well trained and as efficient as possible in my profession of teaching, and therefore I
have had little occasion to ally
myself with many of our worthwhile civic and social organizations. I want it clearly understood
that I am not critical of those
individual or groups who are working for general improvement and
progress. The fact that I am
not a present member does not
mean that I have any reluctance
to being a member."
Mr. Nelson said he granted the
Interview at a time when he was
concentrating on the test, and had
not time to think how his remarks
might be received. He had already
refused a request to Pose for &
picture.
Mr, Nelson, a graduate at A.
I. State university of Nashville,

Negro voters, consistently Democratic since 1936, appear to be
swinging toward the Republican
Party and are markedly critical
of Adlai Stevenson, a study in
MISS SYKES
THE REPORTER revealed in New
noon, Mr. Nelson was quoted as
York last week.
saying: "I am not a member of
"It is safe to say that if Steventhe NAACP. I don't want to make
son were to run against Eisenhow- an Autherine Lucy case, I want
er tomorrow," the study reports, to continue teaching in Memphis
"the Negro vote would show a schools. I just want to get my
very marked swing away from- the master's degree work at MemDemocratic Party
."
phis State because it will be less
Here in Memphis, a ministers expensive. I went to the Univerand citizens group has launched sity of lowa the last two Suman intensive drive to get 70,000 mers."
Negroes registered to vote. The THE STATEMENT
sentiment currently is that the
Obviously disturbed lest his refEisenhower administration has
erence
to the NAACP be misunmade a significant contribution to
the progress of the Negro. Local derstood, Mr. Nelson, a native
‘'
Junior college last Sunday.
citizens are no longer enthusias- Memphian and a teacher at MelBACCALAURE ATE SCENES
mon at LeMoyne colleg a.
Ribbins, pastor of Second BapLevi Watkins, of S. A. Owen,
tic about the Democratic party. rose High school, issued a stateIn photo at left, Dr. James
Seated at extreme left of the
tist church, Chattanooga, TenIs shown in left side of photo.
ment to the Tri-State Defender
— Shown are scenes of comPhilip Brawley, president of
The attitude appears to be one
photo is Dr. Hollis Price,
nessee, delivering the baccafurther outlining his position.
anencernent exercises at LeClark college, Atlanta, Ga.,
of
president of LeMoyne. Photo
"wait
a
bit
longer
and
see."
laureate sermon at S. A.
(Reese Photos)
The text of his remarks were:
delivers the baccalaureate ser.
at right shows Rev. M. H.
Moyne college and S. A. Owen
Owen Jr. college. President
In the copyrighted magazine ar- "My
reference to the NAACP See NAACP, Page 2
e
ticle, The Negro Vote and the
Dam -rats," Robert Bendiner, recent winner of the Benjamin
Franklin Magazine Award, also reports that a good segment of the
Negro press is moving away from
the Democrats, and he quotes the
editor of the Chicago Defender as
predicting "a major shift in the
LeMoyne
college
graduates
of 1956 were adThe 71
political alignments" by Negroes
The annual State Convention of the Federation of
An east-Arkansas church group vised to "be men and women with antennae" Monday by
A group of interested Memphis this year.
has gone on record as endorsing Dr. Kenneth Irving Brown, executive secretary of
businessmen
have
announced
a
Women's Clubs will meet in Memphis June 12, 18 and 14
the
'GRADUALIST' STAND
clinic on "Your Every Day Probthe Supreme Court's desegregaat
Pentecostal Temple, of 229 Wellington at.
Bendiner,
who
Danford
Foundation,
interviewed
of
St.
Louis,
as
he
delivered
the
Necomdisagreement
lems in Business."
tion edict and is in
gro political and civic leaders
Mrs. Marie L. Adams, president of the City Federa.
with "the governor, or any other mencement address.
The clinic will be held at „stet- ,
source who try to evade or delay
• ropolitan Baptist church, Walker across the country, attributes the tlon of clubs announced that this convention will draw
Degrees were conferred upon numerous religious and youth acreeling against Stevenson to his
the implementation of the decision 50 of the 71 graduates and the tivities and attended the Church
at McDowell, each Monday night
.gradualist" stand on desegrega- women from throughout the state
of the Court, by interposition, or other 21 will receive theirs upon Camp, Deering, N. H.
during the month of June.
venir kits; Mrs. Louise Lynurn,
any other means."
Each session will begin prompt- tion and the bitter opposition by of Tennessee,
completion of work during the
chairman of publicity and Mrs.
Graduating
with
honors
were
ly at 8 p. m., and will last ap- Southern Democrats to the SuThe executive board of the or- c
The East-Arkansas Missionary summer session.
Miss Mildred Halyard, daughLeslie Taylor, chairman of finance.
proximately one hour. During this preme Court's decision.
"There are lonely men and
ganization will meet at Vance AvBaptist Association, representing
ter of Leslie Halyard, of 896
Bendiner
period,
points
each
out
consultant
disthat
from
will
life
today
—
in
American
5,000 members with Rev R. I. women
enue YWCA Monday, June 11. The forthcoming information concernAlma; William Spencer. jr., son
cuss, in laymen's language corn- 1936 through 1952, the Negro vote themeeroaf ithe
Battle as moderator, released the of all ages, and of skins of all of Mr. and Mrs. William A.
p convention is "Striv- ing this important meeting,
has run close to 80 per cent Demo- ing
mon problems in his field,
statement after a meeting in Ed- hues. And whether they be young
for the Fullest Measure of
REV. C, T. PAIGE
The subjects to be discussed, cratic, and in close elections, Democracy."
or old, and whether they be Ne- See LEMOYNE, Page 2
mondson, Ark.
along with the consultants, are like the Truman-Dewey campaign,
Issuance of the statement by the gro or white, they are reaching
General tans for the convention
listed as follows: "General Busi- I could have cost the Democrats
association came on the heel of out in their loneliness to those
ness Transactions and Banking," their victory with less than a 15 include a welcome program to be
•
catch
their
can
with
antennae
who
publicity growing out of Arkansas
consultant Jessie H. Turner, CPA per cent switch in key states like held at Pentecostal Temple June
Governor Faubus' inviting a group distress signals of loneliness and
12 at 8 p. m.; a garden party
of
the Tri-State Bank of Mem- California, Ohio and Illinois.
of pro-segregation leaders to a will come to their relief," said Dr.
and
fashion show; a banquet and
phis, scheduled for June 4th; Now, he says, after
interviews a bus tour of the city Mrs. Cora
meeting at which &very indication Brown,
"Life and Burial Insurance," con- with Negro political
and civic B. Robinson of Chattanooga is
pointed to the Governor's agree- NEED FOR ANTENNAE
sultant Atty. R. T, Lockard, June leaders, the swing
against Stev- the president of the State Feding to, among other things, considDr. Brown said the man with18, and "Real Estate Transac- enson and the
Democratic Party eration.
eration of interposition by Arkan- out an antenna is the man who
A sparkling backdrop of peril.
tions," consultant, A, W. Willis, would result
in a loss of votes
sas.
never quite comes into contact
COMMITTEE READS
Rev. C. Thomas Paige, for the past two years college jr., attorney, June 25.
otic decorations will form the setgreater
than
the
decisive
15
per
with his fellow human beings,
Admission to the clinic is free.
CALL FOR RESISTANCE
The following local Women's ting for the $10-1-plate Citizenwhole situation minister and director of religious education of the S. A. The public is invited. A portion of cent difference.
Clubs' members have been elect- ship Banquet to be
Calling upon citizens of all races never sizes up the
held in the
a self-thing. Owen Junior college of Memphis, has recently accepted each session will be devoted to DO
makes
love
to
and
HW
ow
NevFeR
r,0
ed to head committees: Mrs. Mato resist anti-desegregation efforts, Miss Mattie Walker received her
recreation
room
of
audience.
the
Universal
questions
from
Life
B
M
rie
L.
chairman;
enlil
dinEerTdsi*Ids, 'the
Adams, general
the presidency of the Baptist Industrial College a n d
the Baptist Association said:
bachelor of arts in humanities
Insurance company on Thursday
saving
grace,
from
Young,
chairman
the
Madame
G.
S.
l
i)emocrat"We are, therefore, calling upon with distinction, a special distinc- Seminary of Hernando, Miss. He begins duty June 1.
ic viewpoint, is that the rebellion of place and souvenir program; night, June 7, beginning at $ p.m.
•
every law abiding citizen, of all tion made to some member of
Rev. Paige is a native of Phoeappears to be working down from Mrs, L. E. Brown, chairman of A committee headed by U.
races, to prayerfully resist every each year's graduation class "for bus, Va. He did his high school
the top and may not go deep program; Mrs. A. L. Higgins, George W. Lee has been
effort to throw aside the decision exceptional contributions to the work at the George P. Phenix High fied with teaching and once again
working
enough into the rank and file by chairman of entertainment; Mrs. on arrangements.
went to school in an effort to make
of our highest tribunal, and to college and community life."
school. Later he attended Hamp- himself more competent as a minMary
Lou
Taylor,
chairman
of
November
to
be as disastrous as
Bishop Berthram W. Doyle, of
pray that this sin of segregation
Miss Walker, it was disclosed, ton Institute at Hampton, Va., but
Republican
strategists
fondly bus tour; Mrs. Mary Lee Robin- Nashville, a forceful speaker, will
be erased from the face of Ameri- is this year's LeMoyne represen- economic conditions forced him ister. He attended Temple universon, chairman of juniors; Mrs. keynote
hope."
sity in Philadelphia, Pa., where
the banquet being sponca with deliberate speed."
tative in running for the Flor- to quit school after one year.
He says, too, that continuation Inez Glenn, chairman of flower sored by the Ministers - Citizens
in 1950 he received the S. T. M.
As Jaw abiding citizens, the Ma Lasker Scholarship of $1,400
After remaining out of school for (Master of Sacred Theology) de- A North Memphis Interracial of a prosperous economy is still gardens; Mrs. T. H. Hayes, sr., league in
an effort to raise funds
group resolved, "we ask no more which the local school won in four years he next went to Virchairman of art exhibits; Mrs. to
gree and in the meantime com- Council has been organized, it
support
the drive for 70,000
than the law demands."
1951. The honoree is active in gina Union University at RichSee
VOTERS, Page 2
Adeline Miller, chairman of sou- registered
pleted all but nine hours on work was learned last week.
voters here,
mond, Va., in 1937. He is a gradu- toward the doctorate.
Rev. J. W. Fowler of Harris
Bishop Doyle presides over the
ate of the classes of '43 and '44.
Upon finishing his work at Tem- Memorial Methodist church heads
6th Episcopal District of the Chrisdegree
in
B.
A.
He received the
ple university he was offered and the Council composed of a score
tian Methodist church, comprising
sociology — history and the B. D. accepted a Position at Bishop col- of leaders of
white and Negro
five conferences in Alabama.
degree in religion.
lege where he worked as dean of citizens.
Large audiences in Memphis
Upon the completion of his work religion and instructor in the rehave had the pleasure of hearGeneral
purpose
of
the
Council
at Virginia Union university he ligious education and the regular
ing Bishop Doyle
various
at
received employment as the sci- college program 1950-54. During his has been announced to be "to dischurch and civic functions here
cover
and
remove
the
causes"
of
Glouchester
the
ence teacher at
stay at Bishop College in Marin Memphis and elsewhere.
Training school where he shall, Tex., he also pastored the juvenile delinquency and racial
A determination to continue to push for increased
Goal of the banquet is an atGov. Frank Clement's regard for one of his employees County
tensions
in
the
area.
taught all the sciences in the high Bethesda Baptist church of that
Both North Memphis laymen and salaries for teachers was expressed Saturday by Supt. E. tendance of 500 paid guests.
from Momphis. who served him in the Governor's mansion school.
city.
•
New reports on Plate Pledges
religious leaders are in the or- C. Ball, as he addressed the assembled Negro public school
In addition to hls responsibilitn Nashville, was reflected over the past week end at
were to be heard Wednesday of
In June 1954 he came to the new- ,ganization.
ties as principal he taught all the
the funeral of Alonzo Traylor, who was buried here Sun- mathematics offered at the school. ly established S .A. Owen Junior The Council is an outgrowth of teachers of Memphis at the last general meeting of the this week. At the report two Mondays ago about half of the hopcollege in the capacities of col- interest aroused during the recent school year now closing.
day.
Even with all this position had to lege minister and
ed for number had been pledged.
director
of
reVillage
Hurt
juvenile
disturbance.
The general teachers meeting desired goal of the Memphis
Dr. .1. E. Walker, co-chairThe Governor sent three mem- friendship of the Governor and offer the principal was not satis- ligious education. During his stay
his family and was well liked. His
was held at Booker T. Washing- Board of Education is to meet man of the group. had sold as
here he has been in Much demand MORE TIME AT ZOO
bers of his staff to Memphis to death was received with sorrow
ton High school, The sessions were thie increased enrollment with of June 7, plates amounting
as a teacher in the various church
The Council will ask the Park
Is
assist in the funeral arrangements I by the state's chief executive.
sponsored programs, a minister, Commission "to make more time preceded by a musical program more teachers, more facilities, $520.
cerethe
and represent him at
HOLD FUNERAL:
and lecturer for institutes through- available for Negro citizens to vis- presented by the Semor Glee club and other provisions. He voiced the
Leaders in the movement to gel
monies.
out the western part of the state it Overton Park Zoo," according of Washington High with Prof. E. hope of decreasing teaching loads a higher registration among NeMr. Traylor was a native of
L.
Pender
directing.
to
35
pupils
per
teacher,
admit- groes here are quite enthusiastic
of Tennessee.
Mr. Traylor, whose Memphis Memphis. He attended the local
Superintendent Ball expressed ting that they would still be heavy about the response
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
relatives include well-known Al- public schools and was well-known
of citizens to
After working here for two See COUNCIL, Page 2
appreciation for the quality of the compared to national averages.
the banquet idea.
bert "Red" Traylor of Bingham- in the Binghamton neighborhood. university is one of 38 universi- years he was offered the position
year's work performed by the
Mr. Ball urged the teachers to
ton, and Mrs. Willie Prather of
Funeral services were under ties and other research laborator- of president of Baptist Industrial
teachers in 1955-56. He observed strive to get all school age chil2899 Hale at., was killed on May the. direction of N, H. Owens and ies conducting a program of re- College and Seminary at Hernanthe
Memphis
that
school
system dren in the city back in school
23, following an argument with Son, and ceremonies were held search assistantships for high do, Miss.
is one of the most excellent in the at the very beginning of the school
an associate in a small town about Sunday at Pleasant Hill Baptist school general science, biology,
The Baptist Industrial College
nation, despite the fact that "many year, in order to enable the forchemistry, and physics teachers and Seminary known
10 miles from Nashville.
church.
to many afthings need to be improved."
mulation of plans for equalizing
this
summer.
NEW
Gover—
Mrs.
the
YORK
worked
in
Ernestine
Representing Governor Clement
1 He had
fectionately as "B. I." was foundHe pointed out that approxi- teacher loads and keeping
them
Harrison Guess has been appointnor's mansion, serving the Clem- were Miss Leota Eubanks, Miss The Future Scientists of Amer- ed in 1889.
LOS ANGELES — (INS) — Rep.
mately 80,500 children have been
ent family for three years. Prior Lily Jewel Clemons and W. T. ica Foundation, National SciThis year the school is to open ed director of the newly created in the schools' enrollment this levelled on a be'ter working basis, James Roosevelt (D) Calif., deThe superintendent's references
to that he had worked one year Sercy. They secured flowers and ence Teachers Association, Wash- its doors under new leadership membership department of the year, Ile expressed an anticipadined to discuss published rein a similar capacity for former presented other expressions of the ington, is sponsoring this sum- and with a revitalized faculty. Op- Urban League of Greater New tion of a 4000 increase for the to salaries scored intensified in- ports that he will remarry atter
terest
among
the
teachers when
Gov. Gordon Browning.
Governor's regard for Mr. Tray- mer research opportunity at ening dates and course offerings York, Mrs. Sophia Yarnell Ja- next school year starting in Sephis divorce becomes Mal aid
Tennessee State beginning June IL will be announced later,
cobs. president, announced,
I He had earned the goodwill and lor.
tember, Mr. Ball stated that a Ste SALARIES, Pap __imams
month,
,

Church Group 71 At LeMoyne
•Of Ark. Backs
Supreme Court Are Graduated

•

Clink Set On
'Your Problems
In Business'

ub Federation
onfab June 12

Expect 500 At
Citizenship
Dinner June 7

Rev.Paige NamedPrexy
Of Baptist Seminary

Mixed Council
In Memphis

•Governor Pays Tribute
To His-Skin Employe

Ball To Push For Hike
In Teachers Salaries

Tenn. State Plans
Research Study

1

)

Mrs. Guess Gets
New U. L. Post

Jimmy Mum On
Marriage Plans

TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Juno 2, 1956

Fay Young, R. R. Taylor •
Get Tuskegee Citations

VOTERS
(Continued From Page 1)
another factor that will be decisive in Nobember.
Nevertheless, the study reveals
, that "political unrest among Negro voters has been swelling ever
since the first violent Southern reaction to the Supreme Court's ban
on segregation in the schools."
Leaders of the revolt include
officials of the NAACP, an organization theoretically nonpartisan,
but which "has run in easy
harness with the New Deal-Fair
Deal party," Bendiner says.
THE DIXIE 'ALBATROSS'
Recently, he reports, the N A.
A. C. P.'s Washington Director,
Clarence Mitchell, warned that if
the Democratic Party persists in l
weighing itself down with such an I
"albatross" as Senator James 0.
Eastland, of Mississippi, it may
have to -kiss our votes good-bye."
Negro politicians across the nation told Bendiner the most criticism is directed against Stevenson.
"Everywhere I went in Negro
eommunilies, I found this word
'gradualism" the red rag .
Sendiner reports. "Colored leaders, Democrat and Republican
alike, seemed appalled at the staff
Work that allowed Stevenson to
Me the hated word .
' A New York Negro leader, Bendiner says, said simply that Stevenson "has lost status among Negro voters" who feel he is "pussyfooting and playing for Southern
support" Another reported that
Negro political circles regard
Stevenson as a "false-hearted lover" and that Negro party workers
consider him a 'dead duck right
Dow."

Offer Awards
For Political
News Reports

MRS. W. 0. MCKISSACK was
honored at a retirement banquet in the Hamilton High
school cafetorium on last
Friday night. The retiring
teacher received lovely gifts
from the Delta Mothers club,

represented by Mrs. A. Burchett and from Hamilton High
school, represented by Mrs. H.
Waterford. Pre. II. A. Neale
was toastmaster for the affair. Testimonials were heard
from Rev. John C. Mickle,

Mrs. McKissack's pa sto r;
Mrs. C. Roulhac, a neighbor;
Mrs. B. Long, a co-worker;
Mrs. E. Woods, her former
principal; Miss L. Haasbrough, supervisor, and Prof.
Harry T. Cash, Hamilton prin-

Young received an honorary
master of science degree.
Also honored at the occasion was
WASHINGTON — The American
Political Science association has Robert R. Taylor, manager of the
announced a program of "politi- ' Michigan Boulevard Garden apartcipal. Miss Christine Lowe
cal science awards" to young resang a solo on the program
ments. Taylor was the recipient of
porters and their newspapers for
and T. Doggett rendered a pithe
outstanding stories on local a n d , Tuskegee Institute Alumni Met
t
ano solo. Rev. A. Williams
state
government and politics. rit award.
gave the invocation. A delecThis program is made possible by The citation to Young
table menu was served. (Coleread in
a grant of $37,500 from The Ford part:
man Photo(
MONROE, La. — One thousand
Foundation.
Initially, competition for the , "As an exponent of athletics, of the 4,000 Negro voters whose
have presented a continuing names were stricken from the reawards will be limited to daily;
"
u
newspapers
in
12
midwest- challenge to those discriminatory gistration list here had been restored
ern states. After a three-year tri- policies that have
affected the,
al period, it may be extended to
But the political row stirred up
Negro athlete in this country. You
newspapers in other areas,
by the action has not quieted down.
The program was announced by I have insisted that in competitive In fact, it's so bitter that it
Evron M. Kirkpatrick, executive sports no restriction be placed up- threatens to divide the town
director of the APSA, in letters I on the object
ive evaluation of an politically at least.
NEW YORK — (INS) — A ' to the editors of ill daily papers
In a recent municipal election,
1 athlete's skill and performance."
Brooklyn diamond salesman and in North and South Dakota,
Ne'Taylor, the son of a former Tus- the Negro vote was credited with
his 20-year-old daughter put up a braska, Kansas, Missouri, I o w a, ,
fierce battle early Wednesday but Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, In-[ eegee department head, was cit- being responsible for the election
could not prevent a burglar from diana, Michigan and Ohio.
ed for his work in the area of of the mayor. In retaliation, the
opposing political faction had the
Award
-winning reporters w i 1 1' public housing.
their Brooklyn
names of every Negro voter in
home with an estimated $100,000 attend a two-weeks "Conference
Besides Young, three other per. the city removed from the books.
on Public Affairs Reporting" with
worth of uncut gems,
sons received honorary master of
Among those whose names were
The diamond merchant, Jacob all expenses paid at Allerton Park, I science degrees. They were
Dr. removed was the principal of the
Univer
sity of Illinois, from DeFriedman, said 'everything I
Lawi ence Jenes, pres.dent
ei high school who has a masters
owned was in the leather pouch." cember 1 to 15, 1956.
ney Woods (Miss.) college. Doug and a law degree, about 100 teachHe told police the stones were not I
They were honored for their out- ers with college degrees, minisinsured.
standing contributions to society. ters, doctors and other college
Honorary doctor of science de- trained persons.
grees were awarded to the followJames A. Noe a former goving:
ernor and millionaire oil a n d
(Continued from Page 1)
Lt. Col. Mary Mills, Army nurse; radio tycoon, who frankly admits
Spencer, sr., of 650 Lyman and
Dr.
John B. Johnson, Washington he believes in racial segregation,
Miss
Barba
ra
Gillum, daughter
(Continued from Page 1)
criticized the retaliatory action.
of Mrs. Ophelia Eason, of 1495 physician, and Paul Williams, Los
He is credited with being leadSidney
Angel
to Mrs. B. Y. Richardson, presies architect.
.
er of the movement that is sucdenof
The day before on Sunday
tMa
thenassas High school
Brig.
Gen.
Benjamin 0. Davis ceedin
in
g in gradually restoring
Parent Teacher association.
the Metropolitan Baptist chur
ch Sr., U. S. Army retired, received the name of the Negro
voters to
The Council will also call on the the graduating class was urged the doctor of laws degree.
Board of Education and the Park by Dr. James Philip Brawley, In addition to Taylor, Alumni the list.
The first 1,000 restored as quickCommission for "more adequate president of Clark college in At- Merit awards went to Dr. Warre
n ly as they were stricken includ
e
playground space and recreation tants, to make sacrifices to help E. Henry, scientist, Washi
ngton, those most obviously qualified
to.
facilities in North Memphis for bring about the freedom being D.C.; Henry B. Jacks
on,
farm
vote, The other three thousand
children of both races, but par- sought in this day.
agent, Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Miss Ar- are being screen
ed and it is preHe told them if they would be
ticularly in the crowded Negro
mitta A. Nelson, Columbia, S. C., dicted their voting rights
great, theirs must be lives of
will be
areas around Manassas High
nurse, and Alonzo Redmond, Jef- restored within a short while.
and
New Chicago (east of Breedlove.)" struggles, not lives of ease.
ferson
City,
Mo.
Noe declared that he has no inthe
Council members include princi- Announced during
coinDr. L. H. Foster, Tuskegee presi- terest .n Negroes as such, but that
mencement were two $75 award
pals of schools in the area,
s!
PTA
glass Williams social worker Ann as an American, he feels that the
presidents, social workers, minis- from an anonymous donor tomigA
two Arbor,
Mich., and Charles P. right to vote should not be taken
LeMoy
ne
facult
y
members,
ters and laymen.
from citizens simply because of
Martelle Trigg, associate profesOne of the Council's first acts sor
their race, or because some disof sociology and Miss Juanita
was to thank the Memphis
gruntled politicians are dissatisPo- Williamson, professor of English. One
200-pound hog , contains fied with the outco
lice Department for "prompt,
me of an eleeef- The donations were made through about 21 pounds
ficient and fair action" in the
of marketable don.
Hurt the Union Planters Bank.
should
er
meat.
Village affair, in which white
and
colored boys were accused
of
inciting juvenile gang fights.

Negro Vote
oo Strong;

Thug Cleans Out
Gem Salesman

LEMOYNE

COUNCIL

"STOPPED LISTENING'
A Philadelphia Republican Negro worker, conceding that "the
G. 0. P. itself is not loved by the
Negroes" of that city, says that
Stevenson cannot recover the Nero vote because Negroes "stopped
listening" to him after his - pronouncement on gradualism. Both
In Philadelphia and Baltimore, political leaders said that Negroes
Will probably "turn to the Repots:jeans no matter what they do."
,They will "vote against the Deinocrais, not for the Republicans,"
Sendiner reports them as saying. LIEUT. COL. MARY MILLS
(left) of the U. S. Public
' Bendiner also emphasized the
Health Service, is congratu'positive appeal'' that President
lated by Claude A. Barnett,
Eisenhower has for Negro voters
Press, and Rep. Frances P.
in his own right.
' "It is impossible to talk polities in a colored gathering," he hold the Negro Vote in line "only
reports, "without hearing that the if they adopt an uncompromising
President has contributed quite a plank on civil rights, an unequivobit to the cause of Negro advance- cal stand on enforcing the Suiment."
preme Court's ruling."
I He adds that most people he
Bendiner concludes that t h e
talked to feel the Democrats can "sizeable bloc"
of "militant and

Bolton, leading sponsor or
nursing legislation in Congress,
after receiving the honorary
Doctor of Science degree at
Tuskegee Institute for o u tfrustrated" Negroes will not vote
Democratic, adding:
"A majority of Negro votes will
probably be found in the Democratic column even in this year
of strong emotion, but all the signs
are that the days of 80 per cent

standing work in field of nursing. Miss Mills served five
years in Liberia and helped
establish a nursing school in
Lebanon.
majorities
with."

are

over

and

We Offer The Best Possible Service At
Reasonable Prices
40e

11ENRI

01)IPIANI

UNIFORM

done

About 60 percent 1o5f
families own their homes now as
compared with about a 40 percent
ownership ratio just
years ago,

WE MANUFACTURE THE LATEST IN
UNIFORMS, CHOIR ROBES AND
CLERGY VESTMENTS

..•

TLTSKEGEE INSTITUTE — Frank (Fay) Young,
Chica
\
go Defender sports editor emeritus, was one of two
outstanding Chicagoans cited by Tuskegee institute during the school's 75th anniversary commencement exercises
held here Monday, May 21.

SALARIES

Drifters' Hit,
'Ruby,Baby'Is
On Solid Side

NAACP

(Continued From Page 1)
and a veteran of the Korean War,
lives with his wife on Silver street.
(Centioned from Page 1)
He took an examination to gain
he said he hoped to see begin- entrance
to Memphis State last
ning teachers' salaries raised
to a January. He was one of three Neminimum of $3,000 annually
and groes and one white students who
the maximum class room teache
rs failed.
salary raised to 0,000. He
Results of the Saturday test
said
the scale would still be low
for were not scheduled to be ancities the size of Memphis.
nounced until this week.
Mr. Ball took cognizance of
'SHAM AND FARCE'
teacher comments about s i cic
The Memphis State Testing proleave, and pointed out that it is
the practice in Memphis to be ex- gram has been assailed as a
tra liberal in its pay provisions -sham and farce" by President
for teachers absent from their du- Hollis Price of LeMoyne college.
Mr. Price took the position that
ties due to illness.
He referred to cost of operat- the Memphis State tests are calcuing the city schools and observed lated only to exclude Negroes from
that it requires almost one million the school.
President Millard Smith of Memdollars annually in increases to
take care of growing school needs phis State took issue with Mr.
Price, and mentioned matters of
in Memphis.
Mr. Ball closed his address with school accreditation. Mr. Price's
a word of praise for the response action stems from the fact that
the people of Memphis have made Miss Sykes is an honor graduate
to pleas for help with the educa- of Le Moyne, and as such should
not have been required to take
tional needs of the community.
Following the general session, the Memphis State examination.
the teachers attended departmental meetings to lay plans for next
Philippine women were granted
year's school terms.
the right to vote in 1933.

The Drifters quartet's new Atlantic record, "Ruby Baby," is
the best.
Currently on tour
with Bill
Haley's Rock Around the Clock
revue, the singers are provin
g a
net.
Organized three years ago, the
Drifters under the management of
George Treadwell rocketed
to
fame in a short span of
time.
Starting at a $500 weekly price
tag they now command as much
as $3000 and at the conclusion
of
this 45 day tour will wind
up
grossing over $32,000,

Lausche Approves
His Nomination
COLUMBUS,' Ohio — (INS)
Gov. Frank J Lauscne said —
he
will go to the Democratic Nation
.
al convention in Chicago
Aug. 13
and will allow his name
to be
placed in nomination.
The five-term governor
is the
favorite-son candidate
of 54 of
511 Ohio delegate votes.
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Want Large Family,
Get Five Children
1n21 Months

•••••.**.

DR. RALPH W. RILEY (top
DETROIT — (INS)
J I m
photo) president of the Ameri
can and Betty MacFarlane both
said
Baptist Theological Seminary,
they wanted a large family
Nashville, Tenn., and Dr.
,when
James they were • married
in August,
C. Miles, professor of Old
Testa- 1954.
ment. were among those leadin
g
Their wish has come
the
baccalaureate and comtrue —
mencement programs for the 21 months later. Their family
of
school Sunday and Monday, May five children consists of Christopher and Kimberly, born
27-2/3. Dr. Riley delivered
May
the
commencement address and con- 13, 1955, and triplets, two
girls
ferred degrees. Dr. Riley delive
r• and a boy, born Monday.
ed the baccalaureate sermo
n.
111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111
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COMPANY
... lust
a breeze!

Contact Our
BRANCH OFFICES: 1214 Vollentine & 520 Linden - - Memphis
Phone: BR. 6-9209 - - - Phone: JA. 6-1738

MAIN OFFICE HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA

This easy-fitting, air-cooled
Standish moc . . : soft as a glove, in
ventilated Florida Weave embossed
leather . . . maple with brown,
or all cedar ... i4

OVIA
"FOUR FLOORS OF SHOES"

8 SOUTH MAIN ST.

PiOAS 1r

-

GOODWILL STATION AD

WDIA Starlight Revue On July 3;
• Naming Miss 1070'Big Feature
The WDIA Starlight Revue at
Martin Stadium, July 3 will spotlight the selection of "Miss 1070"
for this year from among t h e
south's most beautiful girls. Entries are pouring in from all over
the 11D1,4 listening area.
The deadline for entries is this
Saturday, June 2,
The Starlight Revue is WDIA's

Summer counterpart of the Goodwill Revue with all proceeds going
to help needy Negro children.
WDIA's projects include t w o
Goodwill buses which carry crippled Negro children each day to
the Keel Avenue school which the
station was instrumental in getting opened.
This Summer, more than 4 0 0

` Stitch, Chat Club
To Meet On June 6

DEFENDER
Sat.. fune

Court Sides
Boyd In
.
Case

The Stitch and Chat Sewing
club met in the home of Ntiss
N'elina Cokran, '1334 Philadelphia
! last Wednesaday and naturalls
the members stitched and chatted
for an hour.
Following a business session was
held with the president, Mrs. Ruth
Oddl Burk presiding. At the close
of the meeting a tasty menu w as
\ served.
.
Hostess for the next meeting,
set for June 6. will be Mrs. G ladney Waller, of Livewell Ctrcle,
Mrs. Lula J. Gibson is secreMrs. Eva C. Hill, reporter.
I

youngsters will be in uniform in
the WDIA Baseball League, fully
equipped and dressed out %vies expenses paid from the Goode ill
Fund.

W.th

College

We ARTHUR KRANTRIT
25 FLN A LISTS
WASHING
TON — The Supreme
About 25 finalists in the "Miss
Court Monday rejected claims that
1070" Contest this year are going
a special three-judge tribunal must
to have a tremendously wonderresolve constitutional questions
ful time for two whole days. On
raised in local school segregation
July 2 they
be intervieeed in
cases
the morning on WDIA and then
Backing
king up previous rulings, the
will begin a tour of the City which
court made plain its belief that a
N1 ill wind up at 2 p. m.. with the
single federal judge can decide
brilliant, "Miss 1070 Luncheon .' at
whether schooi boards are bringBeulah's Tavern. After rest and
ing about racial integration as proThe
Ebonaires
met
Sunday,: vided in the historio
relaxation, these beauties go out
school deciMay 13 at the home of Mrs. Ver- sion.
to the beautiful Curries Club
gie
Neal,
972-F
of
McDowell
,
Tropciana where they will be hostThe court's 'brief order turned
where the hostess served a de- down appeals
ed by the ('olt 45 Social club Ticin rases won by N.lightful •nenu.
groes seeking admission to all.
kets will be available for this afNext hostess for the club will white public
schools! in New Orfair for the general public
be Mrs. Alice Porter, of 2014 leans. and
to the Memphis (Tenn.)
On the morning of Sul y 3 the
Clarksdale.
State college.
girls go out to Martin Stadium
Members of the club sponsored
Both cases hivolved protests
for a look at the beautiful outdoor
an entertainment at Mrs. Porter's from school authoritie
s that clues.
stage setting and practice for the
home last Saturday night.
tions relating to the interpretation
night's finals Then that night
The membership was increas- 'of the constituti
on
they o ill he part of the most briled by a new member, Mrs. Pris- in a special three must be heard
-judge court.
liant outdoor Sum m er s pc ct a cu.
cilla Crawford.
The effect of the court's rejee,
THREE GENERATIONS talk
cheer Mrs. Mittie JOhnson on
lar Memphis has ever seen. The
Mrs. Mildred Porter, ()resident; tion of this
known (she's T. i's mother),
argument was to area
things over here as T. J.
as she recalls some es ents
Starlight Revue.
Mrs. Alice Porter, secretary and phiy somewhat the
rounded out a too years on
procedure It
Johnson. left and Mrs. Aretta
from a century ago.
Mrs. Vergie Neal. reporter,
aunt
may as. (Withers Photo)
expects for carrying out its order
NEW ENTRIES
Polk, right, his daughte r,
Mittie," as she is fondly
that integration must proceed with
Entries since the last issue of
all deiiberate speed.
this newspaper include:
In the Louisiana case, a district
From Mississippi — Artie alae !. V
1 1
judge invalided state laws "reRaney, of Winona, Lucille Laud-11
quiring or permitting segregation
WASHINGTON — (INS) —The of the races in any school"
erdale, of Shannon; Joy Ann!
under
Veterans Administration agreed school board supervision.
Haynes, Greenville; Billie Ed- 1
•
to
reconside
•
cancellati
r
on of the
mond Turner, of Greenville; Bet
Attorneys for Negro children in
100 per cent disability benefits Orlenas Parish charged that thee
ty Jean Ward, of Exford: Mettle
previously paid to one of the top state laws were specifically dePearl Tall, of Indianola; Lula M.
U. S. Communist (leaders.
Taylor, of Tunica; Dean Magrudsigned to circumvent the Supreme
The VA notified Robert G. Court integration ruling. In this
er, of Indianola, and Sarah L.
Mrs. Millie Johnson, known far t after she was 60 years old, and ilives.
She
has
three granddaugh- Thompson, of New York City, case, they told the high court
Cook, of Pickens.
and near as "Aunt Millie" is the, until recently spent all her time ters:
a
Mrs. Aretta Polk. circula- that his appeal will be
taken in three-judge hearing would be unFrom Arkansas — Johnnie B. oldest child of John and Lizzie'quilling, knitting and reading the lion manager of the Tri-State
a
public
Dehearing at Washington necessary.
Love, of Holly Grove; Leona Ad- Jennings. who spent both their Bible. Of late, her eyes have be- fender; Miss Lorraine Gossi
on June 11.
The opposite view was taken by
kins, of Roe: Martha Meekins. of slave days and days of freedom gun to fad her, and according to clerk in the Social Security
departthe NAACP in the Memphis case.
Pine Bluff, and Peggy Jean Liv- on the old alugruder Plantation. her son "Tom," she spends most ment, New Wyk. and Mrs. Leslie
An average beef animal moved Negro students in this case won a
five miles southwest of Port Gib- of her time fussing.
ingston, Marianna.
Smith. assistant supervisor in the through a packing plant
son, County seat of Claiborne
will pro- ruling invalidating state segregaAll of her children have pass- Departme
From Louisiana
nt of the Secretary of duce 37 or more
Devoria May- county.
l ed except "Tom," with whom she War,
retail cuts of tion laws.
field of Monroe.
Washington, D. C.
I meat.
OK'S GRADUALISM
According to the record of slave
From Missouri — Dorothy H. families kept by the alugreder
however. Director Judge Marion
s
Anderson, of Brosely.
S. Boyd also ruled in favor of a
"Aunt Millie" was born May 28
"gradual de-segregation" plan
From Tennessee — Lee Anna 1856, seven years before Lincoln! S
adopted by state education offiRichardson, of Atoka.
issued the Emancipation Proclaproviding for a "transition'
cials
From Memphis — Mynetta Sims, mation. However she remembers
under which many Negro appliModel Jane Cooper,'Freddie Mae the slave days and when "Marse"
cants might face lengthy delays
Pearson, Ann McCargo, Barbara Mugruder went away to war.
before gaining admission.
Mittie"
"Aunt
mother
of
is the
Jean Jones, Annie Murray, Ida
The Supreme Court was not
M a e Hill, Lillie Lee Wilson, six children, two girls and four
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (INS) — Florida
asked to pass upon this facet of
A and MI money back. The money was reSemertia Cannon, Lillian A. Short, boys. T. J. Johnson, of 1022 Woodthe ruling, which is the subject of
Janie Albrook, Gloria Jean ee- lawn well known educator and students began boycotting Tallahassee buses this after- fused and Coggins called police. a separate appeal before
a cirly, Emogene Yates, Nancy M. Ol- newspaper man is her fourth noon following the arrest of two Negro
Mrs. hendricks said she heard cuit court.
coeds who refused
iver, Barbara Jean Hartzog, Es- child.
a
car drive up in front of her
to moNe to the rear of one of the vehicles.
Judge Boyd had ruled that the
tell Locket and Josie Baldridge.
house Sunday night. "I didn't school board was preceeding "with
She learned to read and write
Some 2,300 students at the all-Negr
o college staged a think anything about it," she all deliberate spped" but that
mass rally yesterday afternoon
dicating
they
will challenge the said, "but one of the girls went "time is absolutely necessary" to
and agreed on the boycott.
to the door and said, 'there's a big carry out the integration order.
The first bus to move through charges. Their case will probably fire out
there."
come
before
Rudd
on
Tuesday,
the campus following the rally
Mrs. Kendrick said she looked
was accompanied by a police car. BOARD BUS
The girls said they boarded up and saw the cross,. which had
Students lined the
route
and the
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Presbus Saturday night and found been stuck in the sand in front of
jeered: "We'll walk," and
ident
Eisenhower Monday nomi"we
only
her
two
house.
"It was not too big,
seats, both in front.
mean business."
They took the—seats—alongside a but was burning brightly," she nated former Nebraska Sen. Fred
COEDS ARRESTED
A. Seaton as secretary of the InThe coeds, Wilhelmina Jakes, white woman and driver Max said.
terior.
Coins
asked them to move.
Firemen extinguished the blaze Seaton, a 11'hlte House
26, and Carrie F. Patterson, 20,
specialwere arrested Saturday and re- The girls said they told Cog- and police were called to investi- ist in liaison with
Capitol HI/1,
gins
they
preferred
to leave the gate, but no arrests have been was a surprise choice
leased on $'25 bond on charges of .
for the post
violating an old city ordinance bus providing they could get their made as yet.
formerly held by Douglas McKay.
making it unlawful for anyone to
place himself in a position to
incite a riot.
A cross was burned Sunday
night in front of the private home
where the girls roomed and the
landlady, Mrs. Eloise Kendrick,'
said the girls "got scared" and
meved to a dormitory on the
campus.
Broadus Hartley, president of
the student body, said that all but
about 300 of the school's 2,600
students attended the rally.
It
was Hartley who
called
the
meeting.
CIRCULATE PETITIONS
The students are now circulating petitions asking persons not
to ride the buses.
College president George Gore
was out of town and could not be
reached for comment. The school
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL work
ter of Arts, after which she
said it was looking into the case
Is the primary interest oi Miss
hopes to work with disturbed
and would issue a statement as
children, aiding them with
Joan Elizabeth Thompson. The
soon
as Gore returns.
comely young lady is a student
their problems so that they
City court Judge A. Rudd dein this field at Youola univermay grow up to be normal
votes Mondays to taking "guilty
sity. She is to be graduated
adults.
pleas," but the girls did not show
in this field at Loyola univerup in his court yesterday — in-

The Ebonaires

Weigh Cancellation
Of Vet's Benefits

Aunt Mittie s Lifetime Spans

"MISS 1070" of 1956, lovely
Jacqueline Holmes, of Village Lake, Ark., a graduate of
Arkansas AM & N college,

now teaching at Robert Maten
High school in Marianna, Ark.,
will be on hand to crown the
new titlist.

etiEW SOUNDS
• -itCOOL
Ge4ZY COMMERChtli.
sr

*With summer getting set to
come in in a month or so, recording companies are flooding
the market with new releases, and
tops among these are three Rock
and Roll pieces that appear destined to reap big dividends in the
pop market. Chuck Berry on
Chess, has another sure hit with
"Roll Over Beethoven." This
should be right up the alley for
reading so much recently about
the experts opinions of Rock and
Roll. Chuck, on this sensational
spirited side, defiantly tells Beethoven to move over and tell
Tchaikovsky the news.

Another sure hit is "Headin'
Home" by Shirley Gunter and the
Flairs on the Modern label. This
semi-religious slow - tempo offering is designed for success. Third
must is the Clovers new Atlantic
release, "Your Tender Lips," already getting big plays by the
deejays.
• ••
Sensational
Brooklyn
singer
Jimmy Randolph, who caused a
mild sensation with his recent recording of "Wagon Wheels," has
a new disc out on Mercury —
"Sumertime," with a big beat
interpretation, backed with "Shangri-La."

•Segregation No
Issue Says Adlai
NEW ORLEANS — (INS) —
Democratic presidential aspirant
Adlai Stevenson said Monday he
does not feel that segregation will
be an issue in the 1956 race.
Stevenson, stopping briefly in
New Orleans between planes, said
segregation was a national problem rather than a campaign issue.
Several Southern leaders have
predicted that most of the South
will leave the party if national
Democratic leaders try to put a
strong civil rights plan in the
presidential campaign platform.

•

Asked for his views on how fast
the U. S. Supreme Court decision
against segregation in the public
schools should be elected in the
deep South, Stevenson said:
"The rapidity of this problem
is to be determined by the court."
Stevenson was en route to California where he meets Estes Kefauver in a June 5 primary, The
two candidates meet today in
Florida's Democratic presidential
primary.
Cotton has more than 1,000 important modern uses.

tudents Launch New
[6us Boycott In South
I

Ike Names Seaton

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
Has Them!

PLYMOUTH'S (Two Door)
START AT

$1645

•

( 0(tikj()IgYA
delightful

white
bar••back...
Exciting new footnote to
summer ... our flawless-fitting Walk-Over.
In softly draped white kid, Irs

WdkOLk

meet
the
light as a
whisper'
flavor of
DARK EYES
vodka
80 OR 100 PROOF

"FOUR FLOORS OF SHOOS"
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DESOTOS (Big

Roomy)

START AT

$2295
SEE CHARLES WASHBURN YOUR
COLORED SALES MANAGER
AT

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
"Your Value Headquarters for 40 Years"

309 UNION

PHONE: JA. 3-1381
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AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM
E. Williams
To Do Intern
In Detroit
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BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
It will be a regular day for the
eengregation of Bethlehem Baptist church, Sunday. Service will
open with conduction of Sunday
school at 9:30. B. H. Holman is
superintendent.
I A sermon by the Pastor, Rey.
7. B. Bibbs, will enlighten the worship at 11 a.m. Th, combined
choirs of the church will furnish
tho music. Communion will be
administered Immediately following.
James Peoples will direct the
Baptist Training Union at 6:30
p.m.
The young people of the church
will present a program at 7:30
The public is invited to all services at the Bethlehem Baptist
church.
•••

•

4

-

HOMELAND CHURCH 01 GOD
IN CHRIST
The second annual Youth Day
selebration of Homeland Church of
God In Christ will be observed
Sunday. Mrs. Hattie M. Buntyn
will be guest speaker at 3 p.m.
The general chairman of the Day
is Mrs. Beatrice Wynder. Misses
Ardell Phelps and Alice Foster
are in charge of publicity. The
supervisor is Mrs. Annett Gosby.
Mrs. L. M. Garrett is church reporter.
Elder J. E. Rodgers is the pastor of Homeland Church of God
In Christ.
* *

list church. Sunday. It will be
held at 1 p.m.
William H. Davis will be in
charge of the Sunday school at
9:15 a.m. The pastor. Rev. W.
H. Mosby will deliver the sermon
at 11 a m.
Directing the Baptist Training
Union at 6:30 p.m., will be Mrs.
Easter Charles.
Communion will be held at 8
p.m.
•••
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
The Red Circle Girls of St.
Stephen Baptist church will sponsor a program at 3 p.m. Mrs.
Lillie Jackson is the president.
Dr. F. L. tephbn will conduct
the Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.
The pastor, Rev. 0. C. Crivens,
will deliver a sermon at 11 a.m.
The Baptist Training Union at
6:30 p. m. will be under the supervision of Joe Wilson, jr.
Regular service will be held at
1 p.m.
•*•
MT. MORIAII BAPTIST
Spotlighting the worship at Mt.
Moriah Baptist church, Sunday,
will be a dynamic address by the
pastor. Rev, R. W. Norsworthy.
The message will be delivered at
It a.m. The combined choirs of
the church will sing.
P. J. Nelson, the superintendent, will preside during the Sunday school service at 9:30 a.m.
The Baptist Training Union convenes at 6:30. Mrs. R. W, Norsworthy is the directress.
Mrs. Maedelle Smith is t h e
church reporter.

COLUMBUS BAPTIST
At the Columbus Baptist church.
Sunday, worship starts at 9;30
a.m. Sunday school will be held
at this time, under the supervisIn ion of P. Bumpus.
Baptist Training Union e o mle tnences at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. L. M. • The first Sunday in June will
Ewelles will preside. Evening be Homecoming Day and inspecservice will begin at p. m.
tion at the Baptist Academy at
•• •
II
Hernando Miss. A 2 p.m. proINEW TYLER AME
gram will have Rev. Charles W.
Holy epmmunion will be admin- Guy as principal speaker.
Istered during the morning serv- Inspirational singing will be
Ice at the New Tyler AME church, participated in by area churches
Sunday. An uplifting message
and a choral group from Menthe pastor, Rev. H. W. Henning, phis.
will be heard, also. Music will be
Fruit will be given in this feltendered by the senior choir.
lowship service to all former stu. Pred. Isiah Goodrich and Mn. dents and friends of the acadAlma Bowen will conduct the , em y, Rev. Guy said.
Sunday schpol at 9:30 am.
The ACE League at 5:30 pm.
will be directed by Miss J. Flowers.
The public is invited.
•••
Young People's Day will be obNEW HOPE BAPTIST
served at Salem Gilfield Baptist
New Hope Baptist membership church, Crump blvd. and Florida
will bold regular service Sunday. st., Sunday. June 10 at 3 p.m.
Barn Marshall will conduct t he Guest speaker for. the occasion
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
will be Miss Inez Ford, of New
At 11 a.m., the morning wor- Albany. Miss. She will be introship will be held. Rev. Joe Allen, duced by Miss Inez Terrell, of
the pastor, will officiate.
Bloomfield Baptist church.
Communion is scheduled for
Albert M. Turner is chairman
7:30 p.m.
for the day with Miss Joan E.
I Mrs. Ophelia McGary is t h e Williams, chairman of speaker,
church reporter.
and Miss Nancy Wilborne, gener• ••
al secretary.
JUDE BAPTIST
The public is invited to attend.
Baptising will he the highlight. Rev. A.. L. McCargo is church
of the service at St. Jude Bap- minister.

*** 4•'
*'1),•

Ervin C. Williams, jr., son of
A six-week drive to raise $10,000
The school, located at 2212 ElMrs. Zelma Williams, of 363 Win- in funds for the Mary Wayne: dridge in North Memphis,
takes
chester ave., and the late Ervin School Inc., has been initiated. j care of youngsters for mothers
C. Williams, sr., will receive the
The school's founder, Mrs. Mary who have to work. There are now
degree of Doctor of Medicine from E. Jones, said most of the money 45 children
at the school daily.
Meharry Medical college in Nash- would be sought through donaNot
only
this school the pride
is
ville.
tions of Negro businessmen, so- of Mrs. Jones, but also of the
Mr. Williams received his early cial clubs, friends and churches.,
Memphis-Shelby County P r e education in the Memphis public
Napoleon B. Williams, business- School Association. This organizaschool system, graduating from man, with offices at 1772 Chelsea,
tion seeks to raise the standards
Manassas High school. He holds is chairman of the campaign.
of day care centers throughout the
the bachelor of arts degree from He is being assisted by Henry R.
and county.
city
Fisk university in Nashville,
YOU CENT RIDE HERE
Allen of the J. 0. Patterson FuThe school is no longer private.
Dr. Williams will intern at : neral Home, Inc.
Wayne County General hospital, Donations may be sent by mail It has been turned over to the trusYOU COi.r 6TU05?
tees of a non-profit welfare corDetroit.
to 1772 Chelsea or to the Tri-State
yoU CANT W°Rg HE
His wife is the former Miss Defender, 236 S. Wellington. The poration chartered last year.
14ERE
.
Staffers at the school include
Edith Marie Hubbard, of Mem- 1 Defender will run names of donYOLI
Mrs.
Jones,
phis.
president;
Mrs. Saors to the campaign.
CAN'T EAT
HERE
die Wesson Davis, Mrs, Susie
YOCICANT
Smith, Mrs. Mattie Tompkins and
MOVE HER
Mrs. W. F.. Ragsdale.
The trustee board includes Prof.
WOR5H1P
A. B. Bland, Rev. Wayne Jones,
Mrs. M. E. Fisher, Atty. B. L.
Hooks and Mrs. Nancy Givands.
,„74(w/a4144
On the advisory board is Mrs.
Brownlee, PTA president; Mrs.
M. E. Fisher, Dr. A. E. Horne. New York — Teachers in 35 One-eighth of a ton of coal is re- The governors and state treas.
Rev. James Blackmore a n d 'of the states participate in state- quired to manufacture one barrel. urers of Missouri cannot succeed
Napoleon B. Williams.
'controlled pension plans.
of gasoline.
!themselves in office.

y

June 10th, Mason Temple
Featuring the Wonderful Thunder Bolt of the West

BROTHER

JOE MAY
PLUS...
* The Southern Wonders
* Maceo Woods
* The Pilgrim Travelers
* Anette May
* The Caravans

Advance Tickets $1.00
ON SALE NOW AT

WLOK
Listen to WLOK for other
Ticket Locations

•

LISTEN ALL DAY EVERY DAY TO
THE NEW,THE ALL NEW

1480
ON YOUR
DIAL

e
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Yes Madame,
You will be looking for shortcuts to coolness for the hot
days ahead. A real special to
make the family sit up and take
notice. Cream Puffs made with
Jack Sprat enriched flour and
they can be used so many
different ways as dessert, sal-

ads, for lunch, supper or the
cocktail hour.
CREAM PUFFS
1 2 cup butter or margarine
1 cup water
1 cup sifted Jack Sprat flour
4 eggs
Sit oven for hot, 425 degree
Fahrenheit, combine butter and

water in a sauce pan and stir
over moderate heat until butter is melted. Turn heat to low.
Add flour all at once. Stir vigorously about one minute or
until mixture forms a ball and
leaves the side of pan. Remove
from heat. Add unbeaten eggs
one at a time. Beat thoroughly

41****

•
THIS WAS THE WAY Miss
Mattie Ella Walton, 9-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Walton, of 221. S. Wellington st., appeared as she modeled and sang "He" at the

,
k
"•-•
JANA C. PORTER
with a wooden spoon or mixer.
Continue beating about 1 minute or until mixture is smooth,
or come away easily from the
rest of mixture. For large puffs
drop from tablespoon into ungreased pans about 2 inches
apart. Bake 35 to 40 minutes.
For small puffs drop by teaspoonful. Bake 20 or 25 minutes. For bite size drop about
teaspoonful.
For Cream Puff dessert with
strawberry ice cream, split
Cream Puff lengthwise fill bottom
with
strawberry
ice
cream, replace top, arrange
with whipped cream and sliced
sweetened strawberries. For
chicken salad puff, split near
bottom, fill with — cup of your
favorite chicken salad — serve
on Salad greens with tomato
aspect or sliced tomato pickles.
More recipes for Jack Sprat
Cream Puff next time.
Bye for now, Jana Porter

Beale Street Auditorium during the Cotton Makers Jubilee.
Complimented by Mrs. Helen
West. she dedicated "He" to
the King and Queen when they
visited Leath school. (Withers
Photo)

Rev. J. W. Williams:
Owenite In Limelight

GREAT GOSPEL CONCERT

I1
•'
„ 4

Salem Gilfield
Set Youth Day.

Attend the . . . .

• -

Fund Drive On For
Mary Wayne School

Baptist Academy
Slates Big Day

cr.

••

4,
•

By E. BERNARD COTTON
The ever-jovial personality d i d
Come June 1. the enactment of manage sufficient time to serve
a historic milestone in the annals as advisor to the Baptist Student
of the Tennessee M di F. conven- Union — the campus branch of
tion owned S. A. Owen Junior, the national organization.
college will take place. The in.
Off campus Rev. Williams exstitution will hold its first com- emplifies the same type of high 1
mencement exercises. The 31 pros-( calibre judgement and conduct so
pective "pioneer- graduates are obvious on the campus. He is a
vested with honor of being the : devoted father — he and his !
very first to complete prescribed' charming wife have three chilcourses of study over a two-year dren; religious leader — he is
span.
supervisor of the Sunday School.
This week we place in the lime- department of the Union Prolight one of the best known and gressive association. an instructor
loved individuals in this section of of the State and City Congresses,
the country in the person of Rev. of the Baptist Missionary and EdJ. W. Williams, founder-pastor of , ucation convention, an instructor,
the Lane Avenue Baptist church in the Sunday School department
in Memphis.
of the Baptist Pastor's Alliance,
Before studying at Owen. Rev. and founder-pastor of a congrega- •
Williams matriculated at Book; tion numbering more than 1.100
er T. Washington High school., persons. Through his efforts and
Wright School of Religion, and will to succeed he and his devoted
Howe School of Religion I West followers have constructed a beauTennessee branch of the Ameri- tiful edifice valued at more than
can Baptist Theological Semi-1 $100,000 and deb'. free. Rev. Wilnary).
liams, a most prolific speaker,
A general education major. Rev.!, has a widely listened to hour-long
Williams' campus extra-curricu•j radio program on one of the lotar activities have been very much cal radio stations each Sunday.
limited because of the many j The bespectacled student and
ministerial duties relative to his preacher plans to continue his edmore than 1,100-member church. ucation at Rust college.
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From Heat Irritations.. A Family Favorite for:
• Prickly Heat • Heat Rash
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Japan,Indonesia Begin
War Reparation Talks
TOKYO — (INS)
Informed have been set at $300 million.
sources said Sunday that Japan
The Japanese government rewill commence World War
n ! cently concluded an $800 million
reparations talks with Indonesia reparations treaty with the
Philipin the near future.
pines to compensate for damages
The sources said the Japanese inflicted during the
last war.
government has already fixed a
Japan is expected to sound out
tentatis e reparations figure which I h e Indonesian
government
;sill form the basis of the project- ,through Eiji
Wajima, Japanese
ed talks, lhe figure is believed to minister to Jakarta.

•

THIS GROUP of talented boys presented a splendid program to
the Mid-South's vast audience on a recent Big Star show. Big Star
Is happy to encourage boys and girls to develop their talents. The
show it emceed by genial A. C. Williams each Saturday morning
at 11:70 over 50.400 watt %TM. Left to right: Mrs. Minnie Taylor

Slaughter, Dorris Henry Harris, Joe Neal
Saunders, Delores Homer
Harris, Marvin Montgomery, of Ripley
and Troy Cox last week's
winner. If you would like to appear on a
future Big Star show, lust
contact station WDIA anytime and
make an appointment for an
audition to try out. Out of town groups
are especially invited.

•

*Record Class r To Graduate From
491 Get Degrees
At 62nd finals
4111. •••••

:IF DEFENDER

-14 '5

Sat., Juni 2. 1956

I Mississippi

••••• OION.

INDIANOLA
By MAPLE ANN HAWN
There %%as a silver tea at the
llasberry church basement ea
SAN BERN iltDINO
: May. 211. Refreshments were
serifBy THERESA MORGAN
ed. This affair was sponsored by
('lance Hartung. 1.os na liita•st. Richniond.
Angeles was house guest of Mrs.
Gentry High school's fourth an.
Odell Locker( recently.
commencement exercises
GREENSBORO, N.C. — A reJohn Collins. son-in-law of Mr. ‘id
% eorneiashel%d.eraelay
A total of 401-degrees and cercord class of nearly 500-persons tificates will be awarded
and Mrs. W. W. Muckelroy has o as Mrs. Isabel See and
at the
the diwill graduate from AlaT College finals program to be
suffered a paralytic stroke.
presentede b5711
held on Mon27iss
at the 62nd annual commencement day, June 4, 4:00 p.m., outdoors,
Ila
hneekin
group
The
of I h e Evelyn E. Sansmg. S. R. Brown
Campfire Girls participated in the is the superintendent and
exercises here, June 2-4.
on the College Quadrangle. It rethe preSeed Oris e for overseas relief. sentation of awards was
presents the largest number eves
by C.
This
group
will
its
hold
Campfire
Gee and Perry s. Price.
to graduate from the college in a
Council Fire May 25, at San BerThe Carver Elemetary school
single year.
nardino High school at 8 pin. commencement exercises were
A record 138-Master of Science
This group is under the direc- held May 16 at Carver
degrees will be awarded. Bachelor
• • • auditorium.
tion of Mrs, Genie Holden and
OMAHA
if Science degrees include: Shool
Mrs, Lillian Blanchette.
WATER A'ALLE Y
The body of Lesane Williams, of Agriulture, 82; Shoot of EnSpeaking of people. I'd like sou
By C. A. HAWK1Ns JR.
jr., 20, was found Wednesday in gineering, 96 and School of Educato meet the lady in the wheelFuneral service was held at
the Missouri River. He was identi- tion and Genet* Studies,
1f4.
chair, Mrs. Anna Crume. Mrs. Harris Chapel
Zion church for
fied by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eighty-three others
Crume was injured in a fall six Mrs. Alice
will receive
Johnson, May 18, The
Lesane Williams, sr., who said Le3rars
ago.
certificates for having completed
Since that time she service was conducted
sane fell in while fishing on Feb.
by Rev,
has undergone medications and S. H. Moore of
instruction in trade courses in the
Marks. She leaves
'6. His body was found near 9th
hospitalizatio
ns
which
SEVENTEEN of the 18 new
Technical Institute. Eighteen of
have failed to mourn her passing
college. Standing (right to
Richardson, Nashville; Mary
Susie Morgan, Raleigh; Wila
td Road sts., by _fishermen in
eight chilto enable her to stand alone. Yet dren and a host
the graduates will be commissionleft) the new AKA's are: Pamembers of Alpha Chi chapCobb. Meidesfield; Johnnie
Robinson, Dunn; Vera Wilof other relatives
boat. His body was taken to
she
has
not
allowed
her
suffered
as
tricia
second
and
lieutenants
the
Davidson.
in
friends.
Charlotte:
Correll, Salisbury; Lolita
liams, Goldsboro; Olivia
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha soMyers Funeral Home. Rev. W. A.
ing to dull her mind or make her
Geraldine Oats, Raleigh; Mel
Mrs. Osie Show of San FrancisBrown, Tarboro; Deborah
Hodge. Wendell; and Carol
Fowles held committal services, military under the Air Force and
rority are snapped by phoa chronic complainer.
Rose Perry, Eagle Rock;
co, Calif., Mrs, Hattie Bell
Roberson, Costal's: Margaret
Hendricks. Rutherford, New
and was entered at Mt. Hope Cem- Army ROTC programs at the
Nelson.
tographer prior to initiation
%%lien I first met her she m as iShofard Johnson
Shirley Hobbs. Wilson; Helen
college.
Anderson, Smithfield; lieuJersey. Not shonn Is Essie
and sister Equaetery.
busy
working
a
large
ceremonies at North Carolina ' Watson, Clayton; Sigredda
saw Pus- i(or of Toledo, Ohio attended
Dr. Franklin H. McNuee, assodiest Bullock; Rocky Mount;
Gardner, Rocky Mount.
Services at Mt. Moriah Bapthe
zle. 1 went in to sell her a paper funeral of
their mother Mrs.
tist church was very soul stirring. ciate dean, Graduate School of ,
which
she
bought
and
has
eonAlice Johnson. Albert Nelson, sotsRev. St. Calir delivered an inspir- Woman's College, Greensboro, will
tinned to buy each week. At that in-law also
attended the funeral.
ing message. Rev. Goodlett, as- deliver the commencement adlime she was in bed and at ttu •
dress. The noted educator came to
sistant. pastor, offered prayer.
foot of her bed there was a pile
' Bishop Mathias II, rendered the the local institution in 1941. Ile
of local and out-of-toon newspaclosing remarks.
holds the A.B., and A.M. degrees
NEWBERN
Mettle L. Draper of nest Chicago.i pers, a collection of crossword
from IVittenbudg College, Spring- TUSCUMBIA
/speaker,
speaker, Mrs. c. E. Roswell, secBy
WOODS
ARCHIE
The dinner took place Sunday, and : puzzles which she had worked out
field, Ohio; the Ph.D. degrees
By MRS. C. A. SMITH
and instructor at Dunbar
and other reading material. She
BATF.SVILLE
Rev.
and Mrs, B. W. Kirk and guest attending were Mrs. Sadie does a lot of church
from Ohio State University and
Rev. Bankston of Sheffield, was I High school, Mobile, Ala.
oork unWalker,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
A.
RopBy MATTIE WATKINS
the LI. D. degree from the Uni- guest at the Mt. Carmel church' At 7 p.m. guest speaker was children of Gary, Ind., are visiter and family of East Chicago, known to the recipients,
A miscellaneous shower was givMrs. Alvin E. Boykin, instructor ing his sister, Mrs. Catherine Garversity of Dayton in Ohio.
last Sunday.
Mrs.
crume
from
GOBLER
is
a
large en
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hamilton and
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. BobDr. Harry V. Richardson, presiRev. J. H. Cable and choir ren- at Anna F. Gene school, Fairhope, rett and Family.
,
By T. M. MC NAIRY
daughters, Mrs. Alice Harris and family of whieh three are living. by Joe
Mrs.
Hazel
Purham
of
Chicago
Oliver 1 hursday afternoon
dered
a
program at the St. Paul Ala Mn.
('rump
died
years
' Mrs, Versie McKinney has re- dent of the Gammon Theological
ago.
She
Woods, Mrs. Lona Kirk, Mr. and
May 17. The affair took place in
The baccalaureate services of is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary
has
been
turned home from Mississippi Seminary, Atlanta, Ga., will de. Baptist church on May 20.
cared
for
by her (laughMrs. Booker Wyatt and Mrs. Led f
the
Missionary Sisters held their the Douglasville High school were S
•
where she stayed two weeks with liver the baccalaureate sermon at
Walker. Last tist basement of Bethlehem Bapha Smith. 'rhe dinner mas very cr, .
Mr.
and
Mr;merman
Williams
church, sponsored by the Misheld
at
annual
the
meeting
Union Baptist church.
on May 20. Both
Christmas her children gave Mrs.
her daughter who has come home the services scheduled for Harrisof Gary, Ind., came home to SUCCeSSful.
sionary Society of which M r s.
television
Crume
a
from the hospital and now doing son Auditorium, Sunday. June 3 Mt. Carmel and Mt. Hope pas.. Sunday, May 3th at 4 p.m. The spend
set which has
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Davis and
Mother's Day with her mothWillie Fleming is president, Passermon was delivered by Rev. A.
at 11 00 A.M. He received training ticipated in the service,
fine.
baby, were the guest of air. and added to her of Ii . aamidslahan tor of this
er
Mrs.
Willie
Douglas.
stay
Her
church is Rev. F. S.
Mrs.
C.
A.
Stokes,
Smith is out of town., J.
pastor of the Mt. talise
added
to
her
Irs. Essie Hurt and children at Western Reserve University,
enjoyment
of
life.
h
•
J
h
Scott, S d -, M .
proved to he very enjoyable.
Thom. The affair can be describOn the sick list we have Ocor Baptist church.
She
wears
a
Wednesday to join her hus- A.B.; Sarvard University. S.B.T.
snide and has a
Rev. Si. Tyce and congregation 13
wonderful event whi
••
and, Otis Hurt who is stationed : degree and Drew University, Ph.D. Wilson, who is in Cobert Co. hosJake Walker of Toledo Ohio word of encouragement for all was well
worshipped
with
St.
ohn
Baptist
attended. Mrs. Ruby Dilpitai;
Monroe
Hunter
BESSEMER
also',
and
who
come
within
in Washington.
her
range.
Mrs.
Sunday
left
his
for
home
after
degree.
church Sunday in an inspiring
lard is chairman
Doc Moon. We hope they have,
By G. W. IVEY
On the sick list are: Mrs. Luspending several days with his sis- (rume will be 87 years old her
Mother's Day program.
Mrs. Martha P. Thorps died on
a
speedy
recovery.
j
The
Camera
club
of
Dunbar
next birthday.
Viola Wilbon, Mrs. Lula V. Starks,
ters.
May 13 at Allen hospital. Last ritei
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Roper and
BSA Circle met at Mrs. Deolie I High school visited the Camera
St. Paul AME church osbservMrs. 'della Ross. Mrs. Everline
Mrs.
Walker,
daughter.
Lennie
were held the following Thursday
Thorton's home on May 22. Offi-I club of Westfield High school re- family from East Chicago enjoyed its Annual Woman's Day May at
Taylor, Mrs. Jewel Agee, Lum
Lafferty Memorial Methodist
cers are as follows: airs. Sallie I cently. Mr. Boyd is the instructor ed visiting here with relatives and and Earl Patterson from East I. Mrs.
Hemphill, sr. and Mrs. Cora
Isabelle Jones was gen- church.
Chicago were the house guest of
Eggleston, pres.; Mrs. Atte e. and Raymond Night, president. friends on Mother's Day.
Moore.
Mrs. Alice Harris over the week eral chairman. The theme for the
BOONVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harper
Groves, sec.; and Mrs. C. A.
Our get well wishes are to Ar- Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Ettes mot- end. They
•* *
enjoyed their visit very day was selected by Mrs. Hen- and mother, Mrs. Claude were
Smith, superviser.
By ANNA BASS
ored to Charleston, Mo., Sunday
thur
Harrell,
who
suffered
a
brokrietta Ingliram, "Teamwork A guests of Mr. and Mrs.
GOBLER
much.
• ••
Missionary met with M
Will Hara
en leg recently; Mrs. Delane Wil- to visit her sister in the personGreat Victory for Christianity." per, Mother's Day, Mrs. V. RobBy T. M. MCNAIRY
James E. Jones Sunday. The next ENTERPRISE
hams, who was a recent patient age of Mrs. Etta Lomak.
Dr, Edna Griffin was the guest , inson was here with
' Sgt. John Henry Harper was meeting is with Mrs, Ella Brown.
relatives for
By J. II. OLIVER
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Benson visat the Doctors' hospital and Mrs.
speaker, lie developed the theme Mother's Day,
home with his aunt and uncle,
Remember Sunday School every
ited
Mr.
R.
B.
Strowder
Benson's
mother,
who
Mrs.
is
sick
Rev.
at
her
L.
J.
Alford,
Mrs. Gerin a down-to-earth way.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Little.
Rev, and airs. J. W. Daniel have
Sunday at Mt. Liberty Baptist trude Walker and Mrs. I.elia home.
Sarah Benson. They were accomSirs, Marguerite }locker who returned after attending the gen.
' Oak Malone passed away at church. Everyone is invited,
panied
by Mrs. Benson's mother,
The International Council of
Greene attended the State Bapn
hl/ahmebeititler
his home at Denwood, Ark.
worship Is I eral conference in Miami, Fla.
Miss James Jones, Bro. Bill tist convention at Phoenix City, Comunity Churches will be held Mrs. Lula Fly of Chicago.
Mrs. Maggie Ilankin has mov- .Tones and wife and children and
now,
Eugene Letion of Tennessee Ii
on the campus of Oberlin college
Mrs. Fannie Mae Huffman of BOURNE
Ala.
Mrs, Leola Jones made a fly- here visiting his mother, Mrs.
ed to New Madrid to make it Beverly Jones visited in Paducah
Ry MAYME LEI
:
, BENSON
Mr. and Mrs. Corner Grubbs June 19-23. Dr. Benjamin Mays, Dyersburg had Mother's Day dinibnege atm
riep
her home with her daughter and last Sunday.
stlu'
Id eanso
l y, Tex
Thelma Letion and sister, Mrs,
seI,ears lt
The Bourne Elementary and
and Edgar Edwards of Detroit, president of Morehouse college ner in honor of her Aunt, Mrs.
about her daughter, Anita who Pearlee Harper.
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Lum
Those on the sick list are Mrs. Mich. are visiting in the city.
and Dr. Hornell Hart of Duke umJunior school held their closing
Eil
Hemphill.
odaseyes •
John McClure, Mrs. Robert Esta
The Coffey County Training versity will be present to inspire his mother, Mrs. Mandy Long of program last week. Dorothy L. ago.
' D. J. Starks is now in the hos- an Danny and yours truly.
school held its graduation pro- all who attend the conference.
Benson
Jerome
and
Benson
jr.
Sowell
rd.
We would like to Introduce Moth'tal at Columbus. His mother,
Miss May Bell and Mr. Riley
gram on last Thursday night at
Mrs. Sarah Ghaston, Mrs. Es- were junior high school graduates. er Robinson who has been
s. Willie Starks is at his bedthe
Garner
will
7:30 p.m. The speaker was Stilbe married June 3, sic Gulley and Bennie Steward
•
mo- Mrs. Reynolds of San Antonio, cause
'•
ton Crenshaw, senior flight in- 1956 at the home of the bride in tored to Pensacola last Saturday. Tex., teacher, was the class host- christ. of many pople finding
She always - has a smile' MCRAE
Mr. and Mrs. Elea Burden are
structor at Fort Rucker, Ala. Mr. Birmingham. Ala. Their engagethe and a word
Mrs. Mary L. Benson of Pensaof encouragement to
'real nice neighbors to have in
Ry MRS. VIOLA THOMAS
Crenshaw has taught flying at ment is announced by the mother cola spent the week end with her e
inuilttye ciatizenntsi
. niiQ
csosm
edmabteterndof the help you through the dark
this community.
hours. Last Sunday the baccalaureate
Army camps for the past 17 years. of the bride-elect, Mrs. Mosetta grandfather, Rube Powell.
HANDSBORO
0
1omvseirn
r
.i
g
n
.
The NAACP banquet
' Samuel Horn, brother of Mrs.
Honor students for the school Jacop. Riley Garner is the son of
By MRS. N. W. SPEARS
Mrs. Homer Homphant a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Davis are re- lighted by the address was high- services of Twin City High school
Christing Williams and Jim Horn
delivered were held in the auditorium.
Garner,
and
Mr.
Leroy
Mrs.
Beawere:
Riley Chapel Methodist church
Howard Stallworth are home from covering after a period of illness. by
Atty. Johnson who gave a very Scripture reading was by Rev.
is here from Chicago.
Janice T. Edwards and Kelvin semer, Ala. He is a student at school.
had
a
spring
musical
tea
Sunlast
doinghave
On
sick
the
••
interesting speech,
D, II, Pitts and music was furnishday. The president is Mrs. M. Edwards of the senior class. In Tuskeger Institute.
Perry Nodd of Pensacola was Mrs. Minnie Spears, sr., and ArThe Anna B. Garner unit of ed by the school choir.
JEFFERSON CITY
Methodist
John
Ind.
junior
the
first
place
Fe
to
went
The
the week end guest of Mrs. Pris- d e1I a Arnold.
White and Rev. L. W. Smith is
k They
both
1
tst
w
are
e
the Woman's Political Study club
Morning service at Wilson Chap- the pastor. The affair was en- lice J. Donald and second place Sunday school participated in a cilla Washington.
much better.
will meet with Ntrs. Eula Saville SNEADS
el, Marshall, Mo. opened with joyed by all.
to Pat P. Patterson. The bacca. financial effort sponsored by the
•• 5
Mra. Sallie Longmire's son is
at her home on s. Waterman ave.
Iovras
T hr adnpda sbtsoyorn,g.m
prayer
DirT
s.sh.e.1.1 G. secArriapltdt,
uirreiee
By J. D. DEMPSEY
laureate sermon was held on Sun- Sunday School of the First Bap- home on a 30 day furlough from KIRBYVILLE
I
read
1
The 20th of May was celebratday and delivered by Prof. J. list church in East Bessemer. Mrs. the Army.
LAWRENCE 1.1.1Via
By
Bell. Mrs. Vivian Williams, pian•
ed at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
%V, Jenkins, principal of Hurtsboro C. L. Addison is the cunt: and
Rev. Bell of Brewton preached
On our sick list we have airs. ,
ist and director. Remarks were
Oscar Green, in which they inTraining school and former prin. Rev. J, S. Saunders, the pas- at First Saint church recently. It
Galloway,
Sue
who
is
back home
made by Mrs. Lexey, supervisor
vited the public. Some of the
cipal of Enterprise Academy.
tor.
was his first sermon there and a from the hospital inHouston,Te
x.
and Mrs. Gordon. asst. supervisguests were: Mrs. Georgia Mae
The No. 2 choir of the Greater lot of guests were present and a
The Enterprise Academy held
Scott, Mrs. hmie Cuthbert. Mrs.
its graduation exercises on Fri- St. Peter Primitive Baptist church selection was rendered by Bill from the hospital in Houston, Tex, P.1110K EL
MADISON
and
Will
Norweather
who is not
preached an inspiring' sermon.
Annie Brockingron, Mrs. Laura
By It, C. DURR
The Dept. bldg. on Murray at., day morning at 10 a.m. The hon- of Bessemer is sponsoring a Thomas of 0. K. Hill.
doing well. Mrs. Lonna West is
Dr. Lee spoke on the Usher was recently sold to the Mid West or students at the Enterprise Aced- "Mammoth Fashion on Parade," Rev. Raddin
Mrs. Parloee Beasley df Paho- Lee, Mr, and Mrs. Roosevelt
of East St. Brew- in serious condition at present.
program at St. John Baptist church Realty Co.
kee was called to he
emy were: first place winner, Ag- June 10 at 6 p.m. Come elle and ton, Ala., attended the meeting in
at
the Simpson. Out-of-towners were the
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church had bedside
at Montgomery City on t h • Mr. and Mrs. Kenney moved nes Bryant and second place all and enjoy an evening of top Mobile. Ala.
of her mother who was Rev: and Mrs. J. M. Laird of
a wonderful service last Sun- very ill in
hird Sunday. The pastor, Rev. from Murray st. to S. Madison went to Evelyn Williams.
Caryville, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs.
entertainment. Mrs. Leather SanBelle
Mrs. Newton Bradley left for
day. Sermon was delivered by tal. She was living Glade hospi- Booker Clayton of Quincy, Fla.
1,01 morn- with their family.
lac Whitt delivered '
Mrs.
Mary
Dowling
Velpresident;
Lee
the
is
ders
Mrs.
is
VisitChicago,
in
Ill.
with
her
son
to
spend
Donnellon,
•
pastor, Rev. B. J. Kennebrew.
g message.
Fla. She was the house guest of I The last rites of Amos Daniels,
The youngest daughter of Mr. ing in Tampa, Fla.
ma Green, Mrs. Marie Miller and the summer.
a •
Kirbyville
Community
club
Mrs.
' son of Miss Pinky Daniels, who
Minnie
the
Joe
of
Hardens
one
lost
Mattie
Hampton
Toni
Johnson
is the misof Detroit, Mrs.
and Mrs.
Ruth Evans
Mrs. L. Murphy is leaving for
PORTAGE VILLE
St. James AME church had
Mich. is visiting relatives here in tress of ceremony and the Rev. Philadelphia, Pa. to spend the meeting was held last Tuesday
twin boys.
a drowned, was held at St. Peter
New Morning Star church had
Wednesday.
church
B.
W. A. Clark, pastor.
Mrs. Jewell Anderson is to open the city.
summer with her sister. She is at 8 p.m. by the president, Toy full day Suday. Rev, Lewis , M a wonderful time at their Moth- a restaurant on Park st.
Mrs. Azize Lee Lindsey of ChiRev. S.J. Foster is recovering being accompanied by her son Lee Thomas. Other officers are Myers preached at 11 am,and Rev. N. D. Bowers officiated. The
er's Day program. Rev. McShanFelton Miles, secretary, Lawrence at 8 p.m. The music
The mother, sister and brother cago, Ill., is here visiting Mrs. from a recent operation. Rev. Fos- and daughter.
was ren- interment was in the St. Peters
on is pastor.
of J. Davis were here visiting Rosa Williams and other relatives ter js pastor of the Mt. Joy BapMr. Blow of Grandberry st. has Lewis, reporter and John Miles, dered by Choir No. 1 under the cemetery.
church
; Crown Park Baptist
• *•
direction of R. C. Durr,
and friends.
from Chicago.
tist church in 'South Bessemer. a son in the hospital. Mrs. J. L. treasurer.
of which Rev. C. L. Commander
• ••
Rev. W. L. Anderson, Mrs. BuMatrimonial service was held on CORDELE
Autry is very ill and also Wilmon
Is pastor enjoyed their Mother's
S
Burnodwany at 3:30 p.m. for Silky Joe
LOUISIANA
lah Johnson, Mrs. Willie Mae BREWTON
By MRS. BENCE LOCKETT
Pryer.
Day program.
Brooks and Mrs. Vertie L. Riney
and Miss Mattie Mae Ev-R Misses Kathrine Henderson and
By ALEX AUTRY
JONESVILLE
Carrie
Mrs.
Parker
is
on
the
sick
• New Bethel MB church held a
. The
Hope weddingBaptist
attended the convention in Phenix
Louise Thomas attended service
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Lovelace list and also Mrs. Mutt Bockner's By GEORGE T. CAMPBELLE aNnesw
hpandlace
wonderful Mother's Day program.
City, Ala.
motored to Pensacola, Flip. to see father.
church
Henry
thaet at Howard Grove Baptist church
Clark
funeralized
was
on
• ••
Rev. M. B. Berry is pastor.
Mrs. Lovelace's sister, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Celice Maldon and May 15 at St. Mark Baptist Rev. W. F. Anderson officiated. recently. They were accompanied
CLINTON
BAY MINETTE
and grandson.
children motored to Montgomery church. Those left to mourn his Mane er, (,orne1 us Carter; Maid b • George Gord On•
By SAMUEL K. HUNTER
By MRS. CORRINE GULLY
Miss Emma Ruth Gonts spent to attend the children's grand- passing are his mother, t w o of Honor, Mrs, Mary Walker; flow.
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Name 4-H Champs For Ga. District Meet

WARREN
By MR& MATTIS
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Our Opinions
MSC:Further Reason For Desegration
Memphis State President J. Millard
Smith last week gave further reason why
segregation in education must be eliminated. This, we are quite certain, was
done unintentionally.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of LeMoyne college, had accurately labeled
MSC's screening test for graduate students (initiated after Negroes began seeking entrance to the institution) "a sham
and a farce calculated only to exclude
Negroes from the school."
Graduate students with a B average
are not required to take tests. One of the
applicants for study at ysc happened to
be a Negro with a B plus average, who
is a graduate of LeMoyne college. Yet,
this student was required to take the test.
In aswering Dr. Price's charge president • Smith stated that LeMoyne is not
a member of the Southern Association of
Collezes and Secondary schools.
He claimed that no Negro college are
members and that all students from colleges not members of the association have
• -to take the tests,
Dr. Price pointed out that LeMoyne
is accredited and "that's the same as being
, a member."
This opinion was verified by Donald

•

C. Agnew, who heads the Southern Association Commission on Colleges and Universities.
Thus, President Smith raised a flimsy
technical point in order to back up his
policy of maintaining an obstacle to Negro
entry in the school.
With integrated school systems such
stratagems eventually will be relegated to
an unsavory chapter of history.
President Smith's position has made
crystal clear to intelligent citizens of this
community who want the doors of education opened in a state supported school at
home that they would be (mbecilic not to
press forward to realization of the Supreme
Court's edict.
Further, Dr. Price, who speaks from a
respected position of authority and experience in the field of education, is to be
commended for meeting the issue in a
forthright and highly intelligent manner,
It is no secret that the patience of'
many of our people is wearing thin over
the needless evasions and maneuvering
employed to deprive our people of opportunities to prepare to serve their community and the nation more fully.
In a left-handed way, we feel that
President Smith has helped to point up
why schools must be desegregated.

— by Not D.Willioms
TWO "TERRIFIC" TEACHERS , possible jobs of teaching Negro
Stacked thousands of men and boys and girls how to read, write
women, boys and girls, will agree, and figure with the best, but they
also contrived to lit e lives which
no doubt, to the statement that
Miss Anna Julia (A, J.) Polk and are at once interesting and beautifully useful.
Mrs. Lelia Porter Rhinehardt are
They built their teaching careers
fine representatives of the teachon some pretty rigid standards.
ing profession.
They began teaching s( hen the lady
They have a collective accumu- teacher was not expected to marry
lation of right next door to a and remain in the classroom.
The
hundred years of teaching experi- standard set for them didn't
perence and effectiveness to confirm mit cocktails nor cocktail parties.
the truth of the statement that It didn't permit even private,
they are "terrific" teachers. Miss much less public smoking. It rePolk has been teaching in the quired them to walk circumspectMemphis public schools for 52 ly in public and in private.
Their
years. Mrs. Rhinehardt has 47 lives had to be surrounded
with
years here to her credit. They are clear, glass windows • .
so that
retiring at the close of this school all the world could
see at all
year , . . next week.
times, whether or not they were
What makes the word "terrific" fit to teach.
fit so well in referring to their
The product of this self-disciteaching careers is the realization pline which they accepted resultof the tremendous impact for good ed in certain classroom standards
they have had on the personalities which they maintained .. . . and
of so many thousands of people. which their pupils learned to exThese ladies began their teach- pect and respect. Because they exing careers back in the days when pected pupils to learn something
to be a Negro school teacher was from their type of teaching, they
quite a distinction. In the first wouldn't permit a pupil to get by
place, the Negro teacher faced with an indifferent "I don't know,"
the challenge that Negroes could or a blank stare in the presence
learn from Negroes. They had to of a question. They required him
tackle the job with little of the to say something , .. to give some
public's confidence, and much of evidence and reassurance that he
the public's indifference as to had a brain .
and that it could
their huge task and peculiar prob- become active.
These ladies symbolize those relems.
On the personal side Miss Polk markable public school teachers
and Mrs. Rhinehardt accepted the who have been able to adjust
challenge to build fine characters themselves to the dynamic changand reputations to serve as models es of fast-moving times, so highfor their charges to shape their ly concentrated in the pulsating
own lives by. They began teach- sea of youth in which they have
ing when Negro teachers, particu- been immersed. The fact that
larly accepted their positions they have been able to keep adfrom the point of view of having justing for almost a hundred years
admission to perform for the good is full justification for the word
of their race. They were dedicated "terrific" as applied to them.
The monetary returns they re
teachers. They tackled their jobs
ceived for their services . . . the
at extremely low pay
. with
none of the modern teacher-aids. relative security and comparative
The only visual aids they had were cleanliness of their work, are still
their own their pupils' eyes. Their not sufficient compensation from
major objectives was to drum the community they have served.
sonic knowledge into the heads of The city owes them the comthe children of ex -slaves, whom mendation of a grateful coinmunthe world at large regarded with ity willing and anxious to say,
contempt, and questioned even "Well done." The community owes
them continued recognition and
their ability to learn.
respect. It owes them a lasting
And yet, these ladies not only
debt of gratitude for what they
were among those who effectivehave allowed themselves to "stand
ly performed the reputedly
im- for" for our youth.

Reversing The Decision
Last week, U. S. Deputy Atty. General
William P. Rogers traveled up to Capitol
Hill with a set of recommendations in his
brief case that may well be calculated to
aid in the overthrow of the Supreme Court
decision in the schools cases.
This places the Eisenhower Administration in the right-about-face position of
having first pleaAd for the decision, then
conspiring now to do away with it. If the
resolution has its way, Congress will take
'Over the judicial authority from the Supreme Court and the Constitution in its
'present form will have to be re-written to
,suit the Eastlands, the Byrneses, the Talmadges, and all the other foes of integration.
•
Technically, the bill as drafted by Sen.
Styles Bridges (R) of New Hampshire
would restore the powers of the 48 states
.to prosecute cases of sedition and subversion. The Supreme Court recently ruled
tut this interpretation of the law in decid• ing the case of a man accused of communist
subversion.
The Dixiecrats think they see in the
bill a precedent that might be used to upset
the schools decision. Said Rogers in a letter to Eastland, "It is the view of the Department of Justice that in the field of sedition and subversion, the federal and state
government can work together easily and
well."

S

Commenting on the letter, Georgia's
Atty. Gen. Eugene Cook, a leading organizer of White Citizens' Councils said, "I think
it is a very appropriate rebuke to the U. S.
Supreme Court for its continued efforts to
usurp the reserved powers of the sovereign
states. I suggest that the present administration repeat this as it applies to the
segregation decisions affecting our public
school system. It is time for Congress
and the Administration to move in and
curb the usurpation of state powers by the
Spreme Court."
The inconsistency of these points of view
is very apparent; yet it is indicative of the
eagerness of the South to seize upon anything of the slightest pretext to use as a
wedge in prying apart the law. On one hand
they scream to high heaven about the abuse
of the federal government over state powers and on the other hand, they want to
team up with the Administration to do as
foul a piece of subversion as any kremlintrained agent ever committed.
All of this smells strangely to us like
politics. It could be that the Administration is cosying up to the South to woo some
support as it did in 1952. If this is true then
the Republicans are not only guilty of twofacedness and double talk; but it would
prove that they are ready to kick in the
teeth of 16 million Nearoes for the favor of
the South; and that to us rank treason.

What The People Say
Color And Mortgages

ness here has proven that to be the sidelines unable to undertrue. We haven't performed any stand why their white buduits are
Dear Editor — When I read the
miracles, but as one fairly impor- comfortably settled in lovely new
recent article regarding the rates
tant mortgage official stated to homes while no one has been willbeing charged for Negro buyers
me one day during the past week, ing to grant a loan to them.
who wish to purchase homes, par"You have certainly changed the
Its a vicious business, and the
ticularly under the VA and FHA
face of housing for colored famil- Negro press which is truly called
Insured programs, it occurred to
ies in the Trenton area during
'inc that perhaps there is a wide- your three years in business." upon constantly to shoulder a
great loan, is in the best position
'Spread ignorance, even on the
What we have done is very lit- to strike out against this situation.
part of Negro Americans, of the
tle when we look at the needs It is only thru education of the
fact, that it is more expensive and
the demand for decent hous- misses that the present policies
everywhere in this country apparing with reasonable financing will be changed, and only the
ently, for veterans and non-vetterms available.
Negro press can reach that Neerans of color to secure mortgage
Having worked for the NAACP gro mass in the way it needs to be
money than for whites.
in Philadelphia for several years reached.
We are operating a real estate before settling down here at the
The story can be told only if
"'record of home building, unprece- end of the war, it was my good
. dented in the his tor y of this fortune to learn the aspects of the Negro newspaper men and
section, is underway, and where segregated housing from the "so- women are adequately informed.
it is exceedingly difficult for Ne- cial" point of view. Since 1953, It is not an easy story to get,
groes to purchase homes which I've been learning it from a busi- hut it's a mighty important one
even qualify for FHA loans.
ness point of view. Believe me, that needs to hit the front pagNegro veterans are doubly pen- the lessods are hard to take for "shied by being unable to pur- a person dedicated to the cause Richip Realty Company, Carolyn
chase any of the lovely n e w of integrated housing.
D. Moore, Trenton, N. J.
homes going up by the thousands
Our fight, as Negro brokers,
within 15 minutes ride, and then forced by the patterns of many
being made to pay much higher years of white brokers to deal Thanks To Defender
prices for older homes which are almost exclusively with Negro
;sold by white owners who, by buyers, would be much easier if Dear Editor — May I take this
adding a very few more thous- the Negro buyers public only real- method of extending my sincere
ands go out and purchase a corn- ized that as long as they make thanks for the front page new;
pletely new house, and on much, segregation pay by patronizing item in the May 19, Weekly Chimuch easier terms, and in the White brokers who do everything cago Defender and the picture in
they can to restrict them to ghet- today's edition of the Daily De)est areas,
There seems to be a lack of tos and that they will continue to fender Of my son, Herbert B. Lashis information or knowledge on ply a premium for the oldest siter, who was recently elected
he part of Negro newspaper peo- houses in the oldest sections. president of the Student Senate at
kie, and this is truly a trag- The so-called "GI rights" a r e the University of Illinois, Urbana.
.y, for the right amount of scheduled to expire in July, 1957. I should also like to congratu-pressure in the right places If they do, many Negro veterans late the Chicago Defender for a
• would tiring _some real changes. who have tried unsuccessfully to very fine daily newspaper. Best
The three and one-half years we purchase a home thru these wishes for continued success.
have been in the real estate busi- "rights" will be left standing on (Mrs.) John Lassiter, Chicago,
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Simple Produces A Film On
An Afro-American Theme
"I love the Mau Maus," said
Simple.
"Be careful" I said! "The Mau
Mau use violence. You'd do better
to love the Montgomery bus strikers who love white folks into behaving themselves."
"I'm praying for all of them,"
said Simple, "but I love the Mau
Maus. They act like a Wild West
picture, and are tall as Jack Parlance, gone-tall, and darker than
me.•'
"Of course they're dark," I said.
"They're African."
"So am I,' said simple, "AfroAfrican. This word Negro that.they
call me here in America is not
my real name, neither am I colored; I am African—which is why
I like them Mau Maus, Listen, I
wish I was a moving picture man.
I would make me a picture about
Africa that would not quit — a
gone film, Jack! Understand?"
"Gone out the window," I said,
"because no white
distributor
would show it"!
"That would not worry me,"
said Simple. "I would distribute it
myself in Africa in African theatres and it would have some mad
scenes that would make the Africans holler and cheer and set
through my picture three times,
then come back to the show the
next day to see it again."
"How come "
''Because it would be an African western," said Simple, "in
which I would have them Mau
Maus chasing white folks like they

sometimes let Indians do in Hol- nicolor, too," said Simple, "so 3a...
lywood — only in Hollywood the could see in colors exactly whal
Indians never catch up with the happening. And my wife in -1
white folks. In my picture the picture would be like Joyce, cho(
Africans would not only catch up late-sweet and all reet
t .
with the white settlers, but cept that she would not be hot -•
would run smack-dab over them worring about no budget as Joy,
and keep on galloping. In other does. That girl would be on
words, my picture would have a horse riding behind me with II
happy ending!"
spear upraised, too. We would •
"Your picture wouli be banned two riding Mau Maus! Daddy
we would pass you so fast 3
before it got started,- I said.
"It would have a dark clos- would not know which way to lo
ing," said Simple, "with all them to see if we was gone. Daddy
Africas riding across the screen. I would be the greatest ridi
But I would be making this pic- covtboy in Africa, and every tii
ture for me and you."
1 thrower/ my spear I would .
"Leave me out of it." I said. my mark. Never miss! Si"I don't wish to be placed in the Spear Simele!
Another setC
position of condoning violence on bites the , ! When I throw
the screen or off. I'll take the spear, he must! Win each ball
Rev. King's approach down in do or bust! That's me! Und,
Alabama!"
stand?"
"They has no spears down "And what would the end
there," said Simple, "neither no your picture be?" I asked.
head-dresses of horns and feathers. "The riding up to the front
In Africa I would not be worried the screen for a close-up in tei
about riding no buses. In Idy pic- nirama to take ins' bows," s
ture I would get on my horse _ Simple. "Producer, director, st.
which would be" fast as greased script' writer and all in one
lightning — and lift my spear and me! For five minutes
you wol
ride, Red, ride! I mean ride so see my name going across t
fast on my trusty steed that the screen, JESSE B. SEMPLE
camera would have to be mount- produced by, directed by, writt,
ed on a Thunderbird to keep up by me — Jesse B.. starring m
with me and photograph my Pic- JESSE B. SEMPLE, over and ov
ture. I would play the Mau Mau and over. Then you would see it
chief so I could throw the first face again just before the lii
spear."
roars and the newsreels corn'"You're a bloodthirtsy son-of-a on — me. And that would be ti
gun," I said,
end, my friend, tliat would be tl
would do this picture in tech- end!"

There are two great road blocks the past
slavery area of America.
to peace and harmony in AmerThere can be no com m on
ica today, pride and resentment. grounds upon which all can meet
The false sense of superiority where there is a feeling of superand the high opinion of one's own iority and self importance on one
importance over against a feeling hand and a feeling of displeasure
of displeasure and a deep sense and a feeling of being hurt on the
of injury are great forces for other. What then is the formula
the destruction of peace and har- for getting these two divergent
emotions changed from their dimony.
Pride and resentment are the verse effects into more useful
two most dangerous re sid ues purposes? Your side and two makfrom the curse of slavery in ing every effort to see the other
man's side.
America.
Were it not for pride and re- THE BEST WAY
If those who think themselves
sentment, there would be no necessity for organizations like the superior would place themselves
KKK, the Citizens Committee, in the shoes of the person over
the NAACP or any other protest whom they think they are superior
organizations in America. There and if those who think they have
would be no need for segregation been injured would stop to conin any form if it were not for the sider the why, the how and the
complexes, pride and resentment. state of mind of the injuror. In
other words, "To be able to sit,
UNDUE IMPORTANCE
Slavery gave those who owned also to stand where the other min
slaves an undue amount of self sits or stands is the best way to
importance due to their ability to understand or help him.
own slaves, therefore, th ey
The above are the best ways to
looked down upon those who were avoid the falses that go with pride,
unable to own slaves. This caused also to prevent and cure the ina feeling of resentment on the juries that go with the feeling of
Two experiences over the week is the cat on the hot tin roof. Get- osophy all suffused with love ar
part of those who had no slaves resentment.
end in New York compelled me ting her mixed-up husband into humility set him apart from tho
toward the slave owners and the
To think accordingly to your
to comment about them and share bed with her becomes a big deal in our leadership today. Ha bu,
slaves.
own true measure a n d to think
them
with you. One concerned a and at the final curtain, she seems fair to dominate our time.
This feeling of pride in the more highly of the measure of
Broadway
play and the other to be on the point of victory.
'haves' also the feeling of resent- others above the measure you set
I have discussed two experien(
The play leaves one with the
ment of the 'havenots' toward for yourself is the only way to was a banquet at the Hotel Wales
which have, on the surfaci
good
Freudian
concept that at the
dorf Astoria's Starlight Roof. One
those who have was carried into truly measure yourself.
very little in common. But the
treated sexual relations and the bottom of most people's difficultboth are meaningful to our societ
1,111111111111111111t1IIIIIIIIH1111111111111190111911111111111111,1119111111111111111111111111111111111111119911111119111111111111111111 other race relations.
A Freudian ies lies sex, In other words, there in
that they affect human reli
is
close
a
correlation
between
would have been as happy bout
lions.
The factors of sex and rae
them as a rabbit in a cabbage sexual relations and human relaare still but poorly understoo
tions.
patch.
and many of the ills of our ag
The play was Tennessee Wil- The second experience involved can be laid at their door. liam's "Cat On A Hot Tin Roof" the Waldorf Astoria affair which
starring the beautiful and talent- was a dinner given by the N. A.
ed Barbara Bel Geddes who first A. C. P. Legal Defense and Educaptured the heart of Broadway cational Fund to mark the second
in that interracial thriller, "Deep anniversary of the Supreme Court
Are The Roots." If they have a decision against segregation on
board of censors in New York, May 11'. 1954.
the members must have been
Dr. Ralph Bunche served as
plastered when they passed this toastmaster and
among t h e
play.
speakers were Thurgood Marshall,
Sex is a staple on Broadway and Roy Wilkins and Dr. Martin Luth- MARSHALL, Tex. — An ad
the sophisticated are accustomed er King, Senator Lehman was giv- dress by Mrs. Pearl C. Ander
to bold talk in the uninhibited mod- en an NAACP Award by Dr. son and a $1,000 gift establish
ern manner. The "Cat On A Hot Channing Tobias as over seven ing the "Pearl C. Andersor
Tin Roof" is. however, the sexiest hundred upper-crust brothers and award" highlighted the "First An
thing I have ever seen and it could sisters of both races applauded. nual Women's Day Program a
not have been more intimate. The
It was a delightful and inspir- Bishop college, held in the Oscai
author has a reputation for the ing affair and the celebrities in A. Fuller chapel.
unusual and the strange and the the audience came from every
shocking. You recall his "Street field, sports, the theater, policies The $1,000 gift, presented to
Car named Desire." "Summer and the profession. Perhaps the Dr. Fred A. Lange, executive di
and Smoke," and "Glass Mena- only unsophisticated person in the rector of the Dallas Communits
Chest, represented donations from
gerie."
house was the famous Baptist
several
citizens of Dallas.
In this current vehicle, Mr. Wil- minister from Montgomery, Ala.
liams breaks a record for my
Dr. King was the last speaker The money will be placed in the
money and I do not consider my- and in such big-time company, you Endowment Fund and the inter
self a prude. One of the mildest could not resist making a com- est used to provide the annual
observations of "Big Mama," one parison. You can take it from me, scholarship award.
of the odd characters, is that when that young man sat down,
"when a marriage goes on the everyone in the audience knew he
rocks you will find the rocks in was the master of them all. The
the bed." The setting is a Delta ranks of race leadership have
plantation where several members never seen anything like him.
NEW YORK — tANP) — Thelof the family of a rich plantation
Every speaker, of course, spoke
owner are trying to win his favor on some aspect of race relations. ma Berlack Boozer, public relaand inherit the little Dixie king- It was Dr. King's message, how tions aide at the New York City
dom.
ever, which captured the hearts office of Civil Defense, has been
The plantation owner's favorite and minds of the audience. He is
named an honorary member of
son is a little queer and the boy's now a national figure and he will
wife wants a baby to please the never again belong exclusively to Melvin Lee chapter of Kappa Tau
"LUNCH? WITH YOU? I'M SORRY .. • I NEVER
old ntan. She is desperate because Montgomery,
Alabama.
His Alpha, national journalism fraterGET THAT HUNGRY!"
the boy sleeps by himself and she depth, his eloquence and his phil- nity.
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SO WHAT?

Bishop Sets Up
Award With
$1,000 Gift

Writer's Frat Honors
Mrs. Thelma Boozer
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Auxiliary Of Lower N. Center Launches Drive For New Equipment

•

•

•
pit

•

• LOWER NORTH CENTER is a settlement house
located at 621 West Elm St. The area surrounding
it has been almost demolished to make way for the
Mother Cabrini project into which Lower North
Center will move within 12 months. This fact pleases the center's staff and constituents. However.
provisions must be made for equipment for their
new building. Members of the Women's Auxiliary
are launching a dramatic drive for funds to furnish
this equipment.
• MRS. U. GRANT DAILEY, a member of he
auxiliary has organized a group of friends to promote a mammoth bridge party to be held on Satur.,
day, June 9 at 730 p.m. at the Illinois Automobile
Club, 24th and Michigan Avenues. To acquaint you
with some of the personalities and functions of the
Lower North Center here are some photographs
which our DEFENDER Photographer Tony Rhoden
snapped on a visit there. In conference (photo top
left) are members of the Women's Auxiliary who
are employing many devices to raise money for this
worthwhile cause. Here Mrs. Sheldon Collen, Dewey Becker and William D. Saltiel listen to Mrs. U.
Grant Dailey as she outlines plans for the benefit
bridge
• THE NURSERY SCHOOL which is in session
each morning gives these youngsters an interesting
group experience. Using some of the many fine materials provided for them are Phyllis Mack, Lean.
drewEmory, Girtha Derr and Johnny Capers.
1

,

'• A DILIGENT STAFF keeps the program and
Pa-,
per work in order at Lower North Center. Discussing an important matter are staff-members Patricia
Robinson, Community Organization Director; Mrs.
Leola Woodson, Business Office Secretary; George
W. Greene, program director; and Mrs. Maxine
King, office manager.
• PUZZLES KEEP THESE youngsters busy and
their teacher, too. Miss Margaret Smith, nursery
school director, aids this little fellow who is having
difficulty in placing some of the wooden pieces.
Sewing is one of the projects which the women's
auxiliary engages in. Their handiwork is sold at an
annual Christmas Bazaar held at the center.

•

• MONEY IS USED to promote the program
there. These industrious members are Mesdames!.
J. Sherwood, Olaf Harringer, Ann Simon, Morris
Muskal, Augustine Bowe and Jerone Selig.

